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STEP UP

WHAT TO BRING:

STATE ID OR DL     PROOF OS SOCIAL SECURITY     PROOF OF ADDRESS

bplplasma.com

2 Great Locations:
22 Yale Blvd SE.(505-266-5729)

701 2nd St. (505-842-6991)

SIT DOWN GET PAID

EARN ON AVERAGE UP TO

$250
A MONTH*
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WEIRD NEWS

A
N
D

Dateline: California
A high school teacher was arrested last week

after chasing her students with scissors and

forcibly cutting one’s hair while singing “The

Star Spangled Banner.” ABC30 in California

reports students fled the classroom of Margaret

Gieszinger, a chemistry teacher at University

Preparatory High School in Visalia, Calif.,

after she allegedly told them it was haircut day

and chased them with scissors. A video of the

episode was captured by a student which

appeared to show Gieszinger cutting a

student’s hair at the front of the class while

singing. According to one witness who spoke

to reporters, the students believed Geiszinger

was joking at first. “But she did cut a hair off,

and she started singing the ‘Star Spangled

Banner’ and she was singing it really loudly as

she ceremoniously tossed a chunk of hair

behind her,” he said. The student says he then

ran to the school’s main office for help. In the

footage, the teen attempts to walk away when

Geiszinger orders him to return, saying “You’re

not done.” She can also be seen chasing

another student while singing and grabbing

her hair in an attempt to cut it. It is unknown

what triggered the strange act. The Tulare

County Office of Education released a

statement following the incident calling

Geiszinger’s behavior “disturbing.” Counselors

were made available to the students and

Geiszinger has been permanently removed

from her classroom. She is facing charges of

corporal injury to a child.

Dateline: France
A hospital in Paris has suspended a study on

intestinal diseases after it received too many

stool donations. According to Medical

Express, researchers at the Saint-Antoine

hospital were offering 50 euros to eligible

members of the public willing to donate stool

samples as part of a study on fecal

transplantation, or bacteriotherapy, as a

potential treatment for intestinal

inflammation. Fecal transplants are currently

used to treat patients suffering from recurrent

C. difficile colitis. The project’s lead

gastroenterologist Harry Sokol told reporters

that a poster was originally placed in hospitals

and medical schools seeking donors, but

someone reportedly posted an image of the

poster on social media, where it spread quickly.

“People thought it meant: Give us your stools,

we’ll give you 50 euros,” Sokol said. The

telephone hotline and email for the project

were overwhelmed by responses, and

researchers decided to close the call for donors.

Sokol said inquiries continued even after the

invitation had been closed—some in person.

Despite the large numbers of donations, half of

the study has been canceled, because

requirements are strict and many potential

candidates will be removed after their samples

are subjected to a rigorous selection process.

Sokol said that many were “devastated” by the

project’s termination.

Dateline: Vermont
A man says he spent $4,000 constructing a

sculpture of a giant middle finger and

installing it near a highway to express distaste

for his local government. WCAX in Vermont

reports a Westford man has erected the

wooden sculpture so that it can be seen above

the treeline surrounding business owner Ted

Pelkey’s property. When confronted by

reporters about the sculpture’s purpose, Pelkey

said it was intended as a message for Westford

town officials. Pelkey told reporters that he

wants to move his truck repair and

monofilament recycling business to the

property so he can attract more customers and

avoid renting in a nearby town. The town’s

Development Review Board reportedly voiced

concerns with how the property would be

used, but Pelkey says he’s being targeted

because of a personal grudge. He ensured

reporters that the sculpture was only intended

for the board, and not for residents. “I’m

hoping we can get it through to the people in

the town of Westford to have a really long

look at the people who are running their

town,” he said. The Vermont Agency of

Transportation says the sculpture is public art

and cannot be removed by the town.

Dateline: New Jersey
A substitute teacher allegedly told a class of

first graders that Santa wasn’t real. According

to NJ.com, the teacher also said that the

Easter Bunny and Tooth Fairy were imaginary

figures. Montville Township School District

superintendent René Rotvar told reporters the

unidentified teacher was confronted by a child

claiming that Santa Claus was a real person.

The unnamed teacher reportedly argued with

the first grader, presumably winning the

debate. According to Rotvar, the students

went on to question the teacher about the

Easter Bunny, Tooth Fairy, leprechauns and Elf

on the Shelf. “She proceeded to debunk all of

it,” Rotvar said. The teacher in question is no

longer working at the district, but it is unclear

whether they were fired or left voluntarily. She

reportedly worked for the district for at least a

year. In a letter to parents, Cedar Hill

Elementary School principal Michael Raj

apologized for the substitute’s “poor judgment”

and warned them to prepare for uncomfortable

conversations at home. The existence of Santa

has been widely disputed. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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number of fronts. And so, we made some big

strides; but we also had to do some little things

to get our house in order. There are some basic

things about hiring 100 plus people to help

deliver one’s vision; all mayors have to do that,

but it’s one of the most important things you

do [as a new mayor]; putting a team together.

But, more importantly, externally: Look, we

took back control of the Rail Yards. So that’s

now on us, whether we do good or bad. It

wasn’t before; it was with an out-of-state

company.

Oh, really, I didn’t know that.

Yeah, it was a California company that had the

master rights to it. So that was the issue.

People were like, “Why can’t we do this? Why

can’t we do that?” And the answer always was,

“Because you have to ask the developer.”

So I see in your legislative priorities list

that you’re asking the state to commit

some funding toward the Rail Yards’

redevelopment. How’s that going to

work?

Yes. So we’re trying to say, “Let’s take it as far

as we can by ourselves.” We literally started

the mediation today; we removed some train

cars. We’ve got to do thorough mediation;

we’ve got to fix up the buildings, we’ve got to

find tenants and all of that. We are hoping

that this process is truly a statewide priority,

because of where the Rail Yards are, in the

largest city in the state. It’s been 20 years and

nothing has happened, more or less, except for

the market, which is great. But we have to do

NEWS | INTERVIEW

BY AUGUST MARCH

T
im Keller is mayor number 30 for the city

of Albuquerque, a city of half a million

humans, the animals they steward, the

buildings they’ve built, the roads they’ve laid

out and the culture that is consequently

created on the banks of the Rio Grande.

A quick history lesson reveals that those

who have served the city in a similar role—the

ones that came before what we call now—

have had mixed results as leaders as growers, as

advocates for an urban settlement given to

growth in fits and starts that are as

unpredictable as the weather on the northern

tip of the Chihuahuan desert.

Keller’s predecessor was a Republican

builder named Richard Berry. His legacies

include the ART transportation project and a

historically significant interaction with the

DOJ concerning the methods used by the city

police in their daily encounters with citizens.

Before that, we’ve had a three-term

moderate democrat (Martin Chávez), a

progressive former land commissioner (Jim

Baca), a stealthy super-bureaucratic retired

community college president (Louis Saavedra)

as well as a former car salesman and later

convicted felon (Ken Shultz) serve at City

Hall.

Before that were giants like Harry Kinney

and David Rusk. They’re legends in these parts

and before them, the city didn’t have a mayor,

it had a city commission to lead the blooming

town. Among those that held the position of

chairman in that form of civic governance—

which lasted from 1916 to 1974: governor

Clyde Tingley and Senator Pete Dominici.

So Keller joins the ranks of the legendary,

the unseen, the progressive movers and

shakers and the conservative capitalists whose

pictures line the walls of local government and

wikipedia.

A year into his tenure, Weekly Alibi chatted

with Mayor Keller about his first year, his

successes, his continuing challenges and his

life long commitment to bringing sustainable

democracy, economic certainty and heavy

metal music to the Duke City.

What follows then is a transcript of that

meeting, which happened on a sunny Friday at

Alibi HQ, as the city bustled below.

Weekly Alibi: Let’s talk about what you’ve

accomplished in your first year as mayor

of Albuquerque …

Mayor Tim Keller: Well, I think this year is

about taking back control of our future, on a

other things instead of really dealing with the

core issue, which is use-of-force. We said we

are going to tackle that head-on. Just a month

ago or so, we did come together with all the

Amici groups, the different advocates and civil

rights groups—and APD and their union—

and the monitor. And we all agreed on most of

the new use-of-force policies. That is a huge

step forward.

Now, we have to do all the training at the

academy, we have to train all the new officers;

it’s a long road. Everything we are trying to do

is a long road, but we’re taking deliberate steps

down that path. I think that’s been the biggest

difference, whether it’s the Rail Yards or APD

or the ART project.

Let’s talk about ART …

We decided, I decided to make the best of it,

no matter what side [of the project] we were

on. When we came in, basically, the route had

been determined and the money was already

spent. So we had to fix the route. We did that.

Then we had to make sure we got the

[reimbursement] money from the feds. We did

that. And then we had to fix the bus issue.

That, of course, has become much more

difficult. But last week, we took control of

that, too. We gave BYD a chance; I really

wanted electric buses, which is why we gave

this a year to work. But the bottom line is that

they [BYD] can’t deliver the technology we

need.

So, similar to other things, we are going to

push forward on our own. We’re going to get a

new vendor, New Flyer—they make a lot of

buses—and we are going to eventually get this

route up and running. We couldn’t do that

with BYD. They would say all the right things,

but …

I get it, the tech just wasn’t happening.

The buses had real limitations. Are the

new diesel buses going to meet the same

physical parameters? In other words, will

stations and platforms have to be rebuilt?

The new buses are clean diesel, that sounds

like an oxymoron, but they’re much cleaner

than older models. We want to phase in

electric; as soon as we find a bus that works,

subsequent new buses will be electric. Right

now, bus companies can’t meet our

requirements for battery life. So we’ll do these

[new diesel buses] but they are built to be

flexible. We can use them on Rapid Ride, we

can us them on normal routes and we can run

them on the ART route. That’s the other

thing we love about the new vendor: They’ll

build use a bus that will work anywhere in the

city. That’s what we should have had all along.

more. Now we can at least be in charge of that

task. Hopefully the Legislature will help us on

a number of fronts.

Historically, Albuquerque has been left to

its own, because Albuquerque had such an

economic base. But, I think folks realize now

the rise and fall with Albuquerque affects the

state. So if Albuquerque needs some help, it’s

actually a statewide priority.

Economic development and and public

safety were indeed cornerstones of your

platform and became important,

actionable items when you became mayor.

Let’s shift the conversation to public

safety: How has APD evolved toward

community policing during your tenure

and what remains to be done with our

police department’s reform efforts?

This is another area where I feel like we—

instead of arguing with reforms or pushing

back on them or dragging our feet through

them—stepped up and said “We own this, for

all the right reasons.” And so it’s been, as the

monitor noted, a sea change. Our

administration is fully on board with the

reforms and so is the leadership over at APD.

We changed out 20 people at the top of the

department, of all different ranks. We brought

in folks who have to believe in and buy into

DOJ reforms. So that also means that we have

to deliver on that [those reforms]. For

example, use-of-force was an issue no one

wanted to talk about before. And they [the

department] had, like these proxy fights about

Year One
Keller on the long road to Burque

Mayor Tim Keller ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

Year One  continues on page 8 
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New Security Measures For Legislative

Session
Last week lawmakers in Santa Fe adopted a new
set of security rules for the upcoming legislative
session, including a ban on some firearms during
the first day.

The Albuquerque Journal reports the New
Mexico Legislature has adopted a new set of
security rules this year, possibly in an attempt to
prevent protests during Gov. Susana Martinez’
State of the State address. Included in the new
rules is a ban on entering the Roundhouse with a
rifle on opening day of the 60-day legislative
session. The ban does not extend to owners of a
license to carry concealed weapons, however, and
the ban only lasts for that day. 

In past years, gun rights advocates have often
been seen carrying weapons openly in the
Roundhouse during legislative sessions as political
statements, but tensions are higher this year as
Democrat lawmakers reportedly plan gun control
legislation and second amendment activists rally
against it. Last week, the National Rifle
Association’s Institute for Legislative Action
warned NRA members that “anti-gun politicians”
would be introducing gun control laws and warned
that more stringent legislation would follow. 

The new security rules will also ban large signs
and enforce bag checks on the first day of the
session, which begins Jan. 15 of next year.

Driver Authorization Applications

Simplified
The New Mexico Motor Vehicle Division recently
announced a change in the rules that will make it
easier for residents to receive a driver
authorization card. 

According to a press release from the New
Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department, the
new rules will simplify requirements and increase
accessibility to those who do not want or need a
federally compliant driver identification card.
Under the new rules, applicants will no longer need
to provide an identification number or social
security card, only one document proving name
and age will be required instead of two. The list of
acceptable documents to prove residency and
identity will be expanded and will only require a
single document for proof of residency from
anyone experiencing homelessness.

New Mexico provides two types of drivers
licenses to residents. One is compliant with the
federal Real ID Act, and the other—the driver
authorization card—is less stringent, but cannot be
used for federal purposes. Advocates say this card
is helpful for the elderly, homeless and immigrants
who need to obtain driver credentials but are
unable to provide some of the documents required.

City Sues Bus Manufacturer
The City of Albuquerque is pursuing legal action
against the BYD auto company for failing to meet
contractual obligations and provide safe buses for
the rapid transit project.

According to KOAT, Mayor Tim Keller told
reporters last week that city officials attempted to
contact BYD and settle their dispute out of court,
but received no response from the China-based
auto manufacturing company. They are now
moving forward with a lawsuit against the
company, claiming breach of contract, breach of
warranty, negligence, negligent misrepresentation,
fraud and misrepresentation and violations of the
New Mexico Unfair Trade Practices Act.

BYD told the Albuquerque Journal that it is
“considering all legal options in response to the
City’s actions.”  a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE NEWS | INTERVIEW

It also seems like there’s been a successful

reduction of crime in the city, and though I

argued last week that the homeless

problem has gotten worse, violent crimes

and property crimes are down. Let’s chat

about that.

By all measures, crime is down in a lot of areas,
for the first time in almost a decade. The areas
where that’s happening are around auto theft,
burglary and all sorts of misdemeanors. That’s
great news for Albuquerque, but look: The
absolute level is way too high. Violent crime
has been basically flat. We’ll see how the year-
end looks, but it should be a little bit lower or
flat. So, we’ve got a long way to go when it
comes to crimes of passion. And those usually
involve domestic violence or homicide.

Although there have been fewer

homicides in Burque this year …

Yes. Right now, we are trending lower. Which
of course is a good thing, even in terms of
turning the corner. This is the first time the
city has seen this in years. I think it’s a lot of
things but look: Among our law enforcement
officers, there’s new leadership and we’re
engaging a community policing plan. And we
are also integrating new ideas. For example, as
regards addiction, we’ve got to address crime
from all sides. We are acknowledging that; we
have these specialized teams that go out and
deal with folks that have an addiction. We try
to get them help instead of throwing them in
gaol.

A lot of times these people are also

homeless and don’t have basic needs

covered, that may lead to crime, I think.

A lot of them are left with nowhere to go
because of the state dismantling the behavioral
health system. I am hopeful our new governor
will act quickly to rebuild that. When there is
no alternative to offer, some people end up on
the street.

It’s a snowball effect … and personally, I’m

glad we have someone at the helm who

recognizes that and so we’re starting to

attack the base issues, like addiction and

homelessness.

Thanks. This year, the city opened our winter
shelter early and we are hoping to keep it open
year-round. And we are hoping to provide
services there, too.

I also read about that in your legislative

request.

So this is where we can get some help from the
state and county. We can do this, at least in
the short-term, literally for people, to get them
help because right now, there is no singular
place for the homeless to go. There are lots of
one-off places, depending on criteria—
whether you’re sober or not, whether you’re
married or not—but we’ve got to create a
place where people can get help in the short-
term as well as get sorted into necessary
services. The Westside shelter is a terrible
place to do this in, it’s an old gaol. … But I
believe in urgency. It’s the only thing that will
work for now. We are asking the Legislature,
UNMH and the county for help to do a couple
of centers around town. [They’d be]
decentralized and work on several fronts. We
have, I think there, a long-term vision. I don’t
want another year to go by with no place for
folks to go.

The other thing that comes to mind, in

terms of issues we’ve chatted about for a

couple of years, is the backlog of sexual

assault evidence kits. Is there still an issue

there?

Yes. We’re going to do an update to the public
on this issue in the next few weeks. Here’s a
preview: Again we said we aren’t going to
make excuses, we are going to own this. So, we
came up with a plan to deal with a backlog of
more than 4,000 kits. That plan is in place and
we are hitting our targets. That’s what we are
going to go over in a few weeks. We are
processing much faster; hundreds of kits have
now been processed from the backlog. … I am
actually optimistic about this. This is one of
the things, that over the course of our first
term, we are going to end the backlog. Like a

lot of the issues that face Albuquerque,
though, it’s going to take all three to four years
to resolve. It’s all about prevention.

And that has to do with getting more

resources for all aspects of crime, which

include investigators and crime lab

technicians. When we say we need more

officers that’s just shorthand. We need more

resources at every level. We need paralegals to

help with prosecution, we need techs to

process rape kits. We need experts to help with

homeless folks who suffer from psychological

issues. We include all of that when we talk

about resources.

It sounds to me like everything is tied

together. If we start at a lower level, with

education, shelter and the economic

sustainability, citizens will be rewarded

with the opportunity to lead productive,

peaceful lives in the city.

You got it. I hope that’s our thing with the state
this year, with the extra money and the lawsuit,
finally, maybe our schools are going to get the
funding they need. We are all in for that. In
the meantime we’re going to focus on the
summer [education programs] and on early
childhood development. We are putting in a
request to build more early childhood
development centers. That should be part of
the statewide plan too.

So there is progress for the people, but

what about Burque’s animal population?

There were so may issues in the Animal
Welfare department. We fired who we could
fire and moved those we weren’t allowed to
fire. We dealt with discipline; there was even a
sort of scandal where we were selling puppies to
Colorado. It was terrible. But we put a director
in there, Danny Nevarez, who is very
counterintuitive, not an animal person. He’s
done wonders and cleaned up the place. And
he listens. We did pair him with an expert, the
[former] animal control manager from Tucson.
That team is outperforming our expectations
every month. I think that, in a couple of years,
we are going to be at the forefront of humane
practices.

Thoughts as you head for year two in a

successful administration?

We’ve got a sort of sober optimism. We believe
the road is long ahead and there will be
challenges. But we are going to address them in
all their complexity. We don’t believe there is a
silver bullet solution. But like I said before, I
believe we have turned the corner. We are
going to keep plodding along. Over the long-
run that will lift the city up. The other thing is
about embracing the One Albuquerque
concept, the One Burque concept. That’s about
owning our core history and diversity, it has to
do with our gente. But it’s also a call to action.
We are saying here are hundreds of ways you
can help the city. We are coming up with all
these ways that we can come together as a city,
to help deal with our biggest challenges. That’s
what One Albuquerque is all about. That’s
what I’m excited for next year.a

Mayor Tim Keller ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

Year One continued from page 7
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NEWS | COUNCIL WATCH

Peña, Lobbyists
and Appointments

The Council is on a roll

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

F
rom one hand to the next, the

Albuquerque City Council’s powerful

president’s gavel was passed at its Dec. 3

regular meeting. It happens each year during

the first meeting of December, kind of like the

annual plates of Burque biscochitos beginning

to be doled out at homes across the city as the

holiday season advances.

Grrrl Power!
This year’s city leadership is a rosy shade of

pink. Councilor Klarissa Peña was

unanimously elected to take the gavel from

outgoing President Ken Sanchez. Peña, by the

way, has a vintage pink Cadillac which she

sometimes uses to cruise down Central Avenue

legally, thanks to legislation she helped get

turned into ordinance. Riding shotgun with

the new Council President will be Councilor

Cynthia Borrego who secured the Vice

President spot over Councilor Diane Gibson

by a 6 to 3 vote. Councilor Trudy Jones will be

the Chair of the Committee of the Whole, so

the women at the table are in charge.

Influencers
Tucked in the consent agenda for this week’s

meeting was $158,000 in appropriations for

lobbying firms to sway lawmakers in D.C. and

Santa Fe toward this town and its many

funding needs. To sway lawmakers at the New

Mexico Roundhouse, Thompson Consulting,

LLC was given a $48,000 annual contract for

the next four years. A mysterious company

called HROD Inc., dba MMO Partners, out of

Washington, D.C., got a four-year annual hit

of $90,000 to keep on top of Capital Hill

lawmakers. And Thomas J. Horan, Ltd.,

received $20,000 a year for four years to be a

lobbying consultant to the city.

The New Mexico Legislature convenes on

January, 15, 2019 for a 60-day session that

occurs in odd years; 30-day sessions occur in

even numbered years. Up on Capitol Hill,

meanwhile, the US House is in session

annually about 138 days, and the US Senate

about 162 days.

Step Up!
During the last couple of meetings the

following citizens were appointed to do some

civic duty: Mayra A. Acevedo was appointed

to the Early Head Start Program Governance

Advisory Committee; Nicholas T. Hart has

been assigned to the Labor-Management

Board; Emilie M. De Angelis will serve on the

Arts Board; Christine J. Weidmann-Wilson

has been selected for the Biological Park

Board; Matthew C. Loehman will be a

member the Americans with Disabilities Act

Advisory Council; Amanda L. Somerville has

been selected to serve on the Veterans and

Military Affairs Advisory Board; Robert E.

Walling has been assigned to the Library

Advisory Board; Felipe Rael is now a member

of the Affordable Housing Committee; Sara

Brownstein was appointed to the Early Head

Start Program Governance Advisory

Committee; Erin Hagenow is now a member of

the ABQ Volunteers Advisory Council;

Charlene Kalbfell was assigned to the Old

Town Portal Market Advisory Board; Diann I

Huddleson will be on the Senior Affairs

Advisory Council as will Allison Weber; the

Council also reappointed René Horvath to the

Open Space Advisory Board. a

Send your comments about the City Council to

carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting:

Albuquerque City Council

Monday, Dec. 17 • 5pm

Vincent E. Griego Chambers, Albuquerque 

Bernalillo County Government Center

1 Civic Plaza NW

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

City Council President Klarissa Peña
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EVENT |PREVIEWS

EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF DECEMBER 13-19

THURSDAY DECEMBER 13

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 19

SUNDAY DECEMBER 16SATURDAY DECEMBER 15

FRIDAY DECEMBER 14

LOST BOY, SUPER HIGH AND BELTING SHOWTUNES

There are stories, and then there are stories of the
stories behind those stories. Because, science. The
popular Broadway stage musical, Finding Neverland,
launching at Popejoy Hall on Dec. 13 at 7:30pm,
recounts playwright J.M. Barrie’s invention of Peter
Pan. Basically, he fell for a hot widow, then stole her
four kids’ imaginary friend, Peter, and got famous.
While exploiting child labor might seem unkind now,
in jolly Dickensian London that shit was just called
“work,” okay? Too young to remember Peter Pan?
Dig: Skinny elfen dude, green tights refuses to grow
up, flies around, befriends kids who forget about
him as adults. Sadder than you realized, really.
Thank God for peppy showtunes. All ages welcome,
tickets range from $43 to $83. Check
popejoypresents.com for more deets. Additional
shows Dec. 14 to 16. POPEJOY HALL 203 CORNELL DR NE,

7:30 TO 10PM alibi.com/v/63xd. (Alisa Valdes) a

HAT COLLECTOR

When he’s not saving the lives of stand-
up audience members or breaking records
climbing Mt. Shaq, world-famous physician
and philosopher Dr. Ken Jeong has also
been known to fool around with comedy,
too. He evenly famously played Mr. Chow
in the hit movie series The Hangover

between brain surgeries (allegedly). The
star of stage and screen performs this
Friday, Dec. 14, at Isleta Resort &
Casino. Tickets for the 21 and up show
start at $25.Doors open at 8pm. Oh!
He’s also a good dancer. ISLETA RESORT &
CASINO 11000 BROADWAY BLVD SE, 8PM

alibi.com/v/65de. (Joshua Lee) a

ALL THE BEAUTY IN THIS WHOLE LIFE

In case you want to know, the headline
for this part of Event Horizon is brought
to you by the rapper known as Brother
Ali. It’s the name of his new album
and an inducement to go check out
one of the finest flows in all of hip-
hop nation. Brother Ali is jamming it
righteously on Saturday, Dec. 15 with
doors at 7:30pm and the show kicking
off at 8pm at the Launchpad as part
of a tour that commemorates the
15th anniversary of another Brother
Ali masterpiece called Shadows on
the Sun. For a dude whose concern
for social justice and positive causes
have come to dominate the subject

matter of his work, Brother Ali still rocks it tenderly on tunes like “Dear Black Son” as well as with definitive
sickness on other tracks, namely, “Bitchslap!” For a mere $20 to $75 and a 21+ ID, you can be part of the
progressive party! How ill is that?! LAUNCHPAD 618 CENTRAL AVE SW, 8PM alibi.com/v/65fo. (August March) a

SOWING SEEDS FOR NEXT YEAR’S HARVEST

Mandalas are a centuries-old symbol in
Buddhism and Hinduism that have come
to be used in many other cultures’
practices throughout the years. The
Albuquerque Open Space hosts an
annual winter solstice seed mandala
making event to usher in the winter and
give thanks for the harvest (the seeds
also serve as food for birds migrating
south for the season). Participants help
design and build the mandala, which
last for about a week in the open. This
year, the event takes place on Sunday,
Dec. 16 from 10:30am to noon. Come
with an open mind and dress for the
winter weather. This event is free and
open to all ages. ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE

VISITOR CENTER 6500 COORS BLVD NW, 10:30AM

TO NOON alibi.com/v/65dn. (Robin Babb) a

THE ITIS

CBD has become a homeopathic miracle
drug for not only the 505, but for a lot
of folks in this country. For those
suffering from anxiety, it’s like all-natural
Xanax. Experiencing pain? It can be
more useful than ibuprofen and lidocaine.
Its uses barely scratch the surface in
this little blurb. La Luna Bakery and
Café hosts its first CBD-infused dinner
to show off the vastness of what can be
done with this phenomenon. On
Wednesday, Dec. 19 from 6 to 10pm
the bakery, who are active members of
the James Beard Foundation, partner
with ABQ Barkeeps and Chef Robin
Valdez for a four-course, medicated
masterpiece. Those 18 and over can
purchase a ticket for $75 and enjoy a
full spectrum of flavors, not only in the
thoughtfully prepared food, but from
the delectably curated terpenes in each

dish. The evening isn’t complete without CBD-infused cocktails and dessert. While eating and chilling, receive some
knowledge from Nature’s CBD and Oils as they provide an education workshop during the meal. LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE

319 FIFTH STREET SW, 6 TO 10PM alibi.com/v/66tj. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

70 YEARS OF SOUL

Sometimes this city lacks the authentic soul and gospel that is a dime a dozen in the Midwestern and Southern
parts of the US. The National Hispanic Cultural Center continues to provide us with some of the most
exquisitely diverse and magnetic art that passes through fair Burque. The Blind Boys of Alabama, and yes the
original members were all blind, are hitting town and bringing their 70 years of gospel, soul and R&B history with
them. Support the boys on tour in conjunction with their latest holiday release, Talkin’ Christmas. On Wednesday,
Dec. 19 all ages can take in the five-time Grammy winners that Rolling Stone Magazine calls “gospel titans.”
Doors open at 7pm with the show beginning at 7:30pm. The evening can be enjoyed from $36 to $51 per seat.
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER 1701 FOURTH STREET SW, 7:30 TO 10PM alibi.com/v/66a9. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

COURTESY OF FINDING NEVERLAND THE MUSICAL COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

COURTESY OF RHYMESAYERS

COURTESY OF THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

COURTESY OF LA LUNA BAKERY
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COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
THURSDAY DEC 13
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN River of Lights. N.M.’s largest
all-original holiday light show with over 550 sculptures and
millions of twinkling lights. 2601 Central Ave NW. $6-$12.
6-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 768-2000. alibi.com/v/64r1.

BOSQUE BREWING PUBLIC HOUSE Holiday Pop-Up Shop.
Support local arts and crafts and purchase one-of-a-kind gifts
from several local vendors. 106 Girard Blvd SE Ste B. 6-10pm.
21+. 508-5967. alibi.com/v/66ao.

NOAH’S ENCHANTED WINTER HOLIDAY ATTRACTION. Take a
journey through the Enchanted Christmas house. Take photos
with Santa and enjoy caroling, games, crafts and find handcrafted
art, gifts and goodies to give as the perfect gift. 10000 Coors
Bypass NW. $15. 4-10pm. ALL-AGES! 764-2868.
alibi.com/v/666f.

NOB HILL Deck the Hill. Holiday cheer is abundant in December
from holiday-themed events to musicians bringing great tunes
to the evening, art exhibits, cider tastings and much more. Central
Ave. 5-10pm. ALL-AGES! 923-0759. alibi.com/v/65mk.

KIDS
CABELA’S Santa’s Wonderland featuring Photos with Santa.
Families are invited to enjoy this enchanting Christmas village
offering free, 4x6 studio-quality photos with Santa and holiday
activities including fun crafts and games. 5151 Lang Ave NE.
5-8pm. alibi.com/v/64ad.

LEARN
ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY Discover the BioPark. Visit the
BioPark’s Discovery Station booth and see a live yellow-collared
macaw, a three-banded armadillo, a corn snake and other biolog-
ical artifacts. 3700 San Mateo Blvd NE. 3-4:30pm. ALL-AGES!
888-8100. alibi.com/v/64q3.

SELF SERVE Mastering the BJ: Interactive Skills. This class is for
anyone who has a dick in their life and wants to show it some
oral love. Sterilized dildos for practicing provided. 3904 Central
Ave SE. $20. 7:30pm. 18+. 340-6258. alibi.com/v/657t.

FRIDAY DEC 14
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN River of Lights. 2601 Central
Ave NW. $6-$12. 6-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE RAIL YARDS Albuquerque Rail Yards Holiday
Market. Discover the best of local, small businesses. More than
200 vendors with made-from-scratch delicious food and hand-
made crafts convene for a locavorian spirit. 1100 Second Street
SW. Noon-4pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/63xa.

NOAH’S ENCHANTED WINTER HOLIDAY ATTRACTION. 10000
Coors Bypass NW. $15. 4-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

KIDS
CABELA’S Santa’s Wonderland featuring Photos with Santa.
5151 Lang Ave NE. 5-8pm. See 12/13 listing.

!EXPLORA! Parents’ Night Out: Holiday Smarts and Crafts. Staff
leads exhibit exploration and themed activities, including creating
snowglobes and LED light-up cards to take home. Dinner is
included. Registration recommended. 1701 Mountain Rd NW.
$35-$45. 6-10pm. 224-8341. alibi.com/v/66pb.

SATURDAY DEC 15
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN River of Lights. 2601 Central
Ave NW. $6-$12. 6-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE RAIL YARDS Albuquerque Rail Yards Holiday
Market. 1100 Second Street SW. Noon-4pm. ALL-AGES! See
12/14 listing.

NEXUS SILVER TAPROOM Jingle Mingle for Singles. Enjoy food,
drinks, dancing, table games and music provided by DJ E-Legal.
This is for ages 25 and over. Wear casual holiday attire. 2641
Coors Blvd NW, Ste D. $15-$20. 3-6pm. 226-1055.
alibi.com/v/65gx.

NOAH’S ENCHANTED WINTER HOLIDAY ATTRACTION. 10000
Coors Bypass NW. $15. 4-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

SOUTHWEST ORGANIZING PROJECT ABQ Democratic Socialists
of America General Meeting. Meet your friendly local democratic
socialists at the monthly general meeting. 1002 Park Ave SW.
2-4pm. alibi.com/v/64pk.

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Outdoors On Tap. An evening
of stories, films and delicious craft beer, featuring a guest speaker
sharing their passion for the outdoors, a local destination or a
recent inspiring adventure. 1800 Fourth Street NW. 7pm. 21+.
(575) 313-2825. alibi.com/v/64c0.

KIDS
!EXPLORA! Celebrate with ¡Explora! 15 Years on Mountain Road.
Special activities, souvenir and cake for visitors while supplies
last with a cake cutting at noon. 1701 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$8.
10-6pm. ALL-AGES! 224-8300. alibi.com/v/66pc.

LEARN
NEW MEXICO DANCE ACADEMY Albuquerque Tarot Tribe Meetup
Group. Join the oldest tarot meetup group in Albuquerque to
share and explore the ways that Tarot provides answers and direc-
tions for solving some of the things that create obstacles in life.
10410 Comanche Rd NE. $5. 12:30-3pm. 18+. 350-7205.
alibi.com/v/5sdw.

SUNDAY DEC 16
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN River of Lights. 2601 Central
Ave NW. $6-$12. 6-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE RAIL YARDS Albuquerque Rail Yards Holiday
Market. 1100 Second Street SW. Noon-4pm. ALL-AGES! See
12/14 listing.

NOAH’S ENCHANTED WINTER HOLIDAY ATTRACTION. 10000
Coors Bypass NW. $15. 4-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

KIDS
CABELA’S Santa’s Wonderland featuring Photos with Santa.
5151 Lang Ave NE. 5-8pm. See 12/13 listing.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MANZANO DEL SOL Albuquerque Death Cafe. Engage in a conver-
sation to increase awareness of death to make the most of our
finite lives. Drink tea or coffee, eat cake or cookies and discuss
mortality issues. 5201 Roma Ave. NE. 3-5pm. 21+. 265-7215.
alibi.com/v/65hd.

MONDAY DEC 17
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN River of Lights. 2601 Central
Ave NW. $6-$12. 6-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

NOAH’S ENCHANTED WINTER HOLIDAY ATTRACTION. 10000
Coors Bypass NW. $15. 4-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

TUESDAY DEC 18
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN River of Lights. 2601 Central
Ave NW. $6-$12. 6-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY DIY Mini Snow Globes. Celebrate
the holidays by making handmade snow globes out of recycled
baby food jars. All materials are provided. For ages 16 and up.
Registration is required. 3700 San Mateo Blvd NE. 6-7:30pm.
888-8100. alibi.com/v/64bx.

NOAH’S ENCHANTED WINTER HOLIDAY ATTRACTION. 10000
Coors Bypass NW. $15. 4-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

KIDS
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Gingerbread Extravaganza. Children
kids 6 to 17 build a gingerbread house or those 5 and under
may decorate a gingerbread man while listening to holiday music.
8081 Central Ave NW. 4:30-6:30pm. 768-4320.
alibi.com/v/64be.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION Impact and Coffee.
Nonprofit leaders, volunteers, funders and people finding their
place in the community have a cup of coffee, hear about new
social profit ventures and innovation in a six-minute presentation
format. 624 Tijeras Ave NW. 9-10am. alibi.com/v/5zyv.

ALBUQUERQUE FLOWER MARKET DIY Class: Holiday Floral
Arranging. Create a professional-looking flower arrangement to
take home with a floral design instructor’s guidance. 3119 San
Mateo Blvd NE. $33-$40. 6:30-8:30pm. 15+. 888-4022.
alibi.com/v/66o0.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
LLOYD SHAW DANCE CENTER Beginning Swing and Latin Dance
Classes. Enjoy the fun of partner dancing while learning such
styles as West Coast swing, East Coast swing, lindy hop, balboa,
salsa, bachata, merengue, cha cha, rumba and samba. 5506
Coal SE. $5-$10. 6:30-8pm. ALL-AGES! 948-1579.
alibi.com/v/60qy.

WEDNESDAY DEC 19
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN River of Lights. 2601 Central
Ave NW. $6-$12. 6-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

NOAH’S ENCHANTED WINTER HOLIDAY ATTRACTION. 10000
Coors Bypass NW. $15. 4-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

LEARN
NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Off-
The-Cuff Toastmasters Club. Offering a clear pathway toward
leveling up your public speaking game and developing leadership
skills. 7521 Carmel Ave NE. 6-7:15pm. 18+. 764-6475.
alibi.com/v/60z7.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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FOUND OBJECTS

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON
ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

T
hrough the picture windows that look

out to the street near the intersection of

Carlisle Blvd. and Central Ave., two

members of the family-run bookstore—Steve

and Max Brewer—and I watched the foot

traffic ambling by on a chilly December

morning. Many passersby stopped to peer

into the windows of the newly opened shop

called Organic Books, and a few poked their

heads in to inquire about a certain text, or

just to chat. A local author stopped in to

drop off a few extra copies of her freshly

printed novel and an electrician wandered in

from the back to give an update on a newly

replaced breaker box. As we stood and idly

talked over the recently installed counter, it

was hard not to pump the breaks on the pace

of life and settle into the relaxed tempo of

the place. The atmosphere—morning light,

freshly painted walls and abundant palm

trees on every ledge not already occupied by

a curated stack of books contributed to the

out and out pleasantness of one of Nob Hill’s

newest additions. 

An easy pace sort of comes with the

territory—reading by its nature is slow,

leisurely, requires a little bit of

contemplation and quietude. Or at least that

is how it looks from the outside, peering into

the storefront from the sidewalk. “I read

something that said that running a bookstore

is the most over-romanticized line of work of

all,” Steve laughed. “The physicality of it was

surprising to me. I imagined I would sit here

and visit with people and read all day, but

hey—if you sell 100 books, you have to get

100 more on the shelves now.” Even as they

joked about the drudgery of running a

register or moving hundreds of heavy boxes

full of hardcovers, the joy of seeing this

dream realized is palpable. 

Much of the inspiration for the shop came

from Kelly Brewer, who “has spent much of

her life in bookstores,” according to Steve,

and is an editor with long held dreams of

creating a business with her family. In

addition to Steve, Max and Kelly, another

son, Seth, and his partner, Jalila, are also all

hands on deck at Organic Books. It was this

time last year, when Max was in town from

Seattle, that they started kicking around the

idea. “We’re all book people,” Max said.

“Dad’s a writer, mom’s an editor, Seth’s

finishing school, I used to be a librarian. …

We have a lot of book love and a lot of book

experience.” 

To heel, there was a dearth of shops like

this one in the neighborhood. Aside from

Bradley’s Book—the legendarily well

curated pop-up at Winning’s—the area has

only seen bookstores shutter in recent years,

not open up shop. And people were craving

real, physical books. “There’s a lot of

sensory delights in a real book,” Max

continued. “It’s shorting it to say that it’s

just a bunch of letters in a row. It’s a

physical object, too. And people come

together around books. I don’t know

anybody in this town, but now I’m meeting

people. You can buy a book on Amazon and

read a review, but that’s not the same as

talking about it with your neighbor.” 

A foundational aim of Organic Books is

to facilitate those kinds of discussions. “We

don’t want to just be a store,” Steve said.

“We want people to want to hang out here.”

“It’s interesting,” Max dovetailed with that

thought, “that books are still valuable after

you’ve read them, but not to you as much.

… It’s more valuable to give it to someone

else so you can talk about it.” It’s so true—

that to share a book that you love with

someone amplifies all you’ve experienced

within those pages. “People will bring us

their whole collection,” Max said. “It’s

really astonishing just how much people

want the books to be read—they don’t want

store credit or anything like that, they just

want them to not be sitting in a garage.” 

Through that process of exchange,

Organic Books creates the opportunities to

discover, creating an experience of “being

around book people, … finding things

you’ve never seen before, browsing,” as Max

put it. The model of the business leaves a

lot of room for that; the shelves are stocked

not just with carefully selected used books,

but also scads of new works from local

authors. And that’s it. “It’s a model I’ve

never seen before,” Steve said—and he’s

kind of an expert. He’s written dozens of

books, naturally followed by book tours that

have taken him to shops all around the

country. 

The presence of places like Organic

Books become increasingly valuable. Literal

mom-and-pop shops that welcome

conversation, invite you to take a seat,

browse and discover new authors, stories

and worlds in the cozy storefront out of the

cold. Meanwhile, they also bolster the local

literary scene through curation and by

hosting events nearly every weekend. These

include an upcoming talk on Wednesday,

Dec. 26 at 6:15pm by local author and

illustrator Betsy James, a close friend of

Ursula K. Le Guin, followed by a new

documentary on Le Guin’s life at the Guild

(3405 Central Ave. NE). Many more follow

throughout January (stay attuned to the

shop’s Facebook page, @OrganicBooks)

“Books should just be a part of life,”

Max said. “You shouldn’t have to go out

looking for them—it should be more like,

oh, I stumbled through a book today.” And

thanks to people like the Brewers and

places like Organic Books, books remain an

everyday part of the life of Albuquerque. 

The shop is open Tuesday to Sunday,

10am to 7pm at 111 Carlisle Blvd. SE.  a

The Literary Life
Organic Books opens up shop in Nob Hill 

Happy Elfin’ Holidays

Candy, candy canes, candy corns and syrup—

not just the main food groups of the elves,

but the kind of saccharine holiday spirit that

is being brought to Albuquerque thanks to

Musical Theatre Southwest. Premiering on

Friday, Dec. 14, at the African American

Performing Arts Center (310 San Pedro Dr.

NE) is the stage adaptation of Elf, a sweet

fish-out-of-water tale about an elf looking

for his place in the world. Danny McBride

takes on the lead character in this sweet

story of holiday spirit, directed by Zane

Barker. Catch Elf the Musical weekends—

Friday, Saturday and Sunday, through Dec.

30. Tickets and more information are

available online at musicaltheatresw.com.

Tickets start at $15. 

Mark Your Calendars
The Transgender Resource Center welcomes

the new year with the release of the first

ever trans and non-binary nude floral benefit

calendar. Beautifully photographed portraits

mark the turning of every season and every

month, and as a wonderful byproduct, each

purchase supports the Transgender Resource

Center. The release for the calendar will be

held Saturday, Dec. 15 at Corpus Arts (127

Seventh Street NW), at 6pm. Pick up a

calendar for $20, and while you’re there,

catch music sets by Terra Fox, Cary Canary

and more. 

The Elephant in the Room
Poetry, snacks, arts and crafts, and more are

going down this Saturday evening, Dec. 15, at

Tortuga Gallery (901 Edith Blvd. SE) for the

“poetry event of the year,” at the Swimming

with Elephants Soiree. Swimming with

Elephants publications is a local nonprofit

literary organization, supporting poetry

throughout the city. Their publications have

included works by Jessica Helen Lopez,

Zachary Kluckman and more. At this

particular event, which will run from 6 to

9pm, more than a dozen poets will mingle

while some vend wares (not just books—but

things like ornaments, T-shirts as well). A $5

donation gets you in the door and a first row

seat for all the festivities—including a slide

show, music and readings. As a bonus, the

money goes right back to supporting this

phenomenal homegrown organization.  a

The Brewers’ Organic Books is a full on family affair. ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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ARTS | INTERVIEW

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

F
riday, Dec. 7 sees the release of issue four of
Lux Zine, the homegrown photography
publication launched by Aaron War and

Devon Tencza in January of this year. The
stylish zines showcase photography from locals
and creatives well beyond New Mexico’s
borders. Carefully created and hand-stapled and
distributed, each of the limited edition zines
comes with a random 5x7 photograph featured
in the issue. 

Ahead of the latest issue’s launch, which will
be held from 7 to 10pm on Saturday, Dec. 15 at
Tractor Brewing Four Hills (13170 Central Ave.
SE), War and Tencza told us all about Lux’
history and where the scrappy publication is
headed. 

Alibi: What need did you see for this type of

publication in Albuquerque?

Aaron War and Devon Tencza: We see a lot of
artists relying on the internet to showcase their
work with a severe lack of affordable and
regularly made print media available.
Additionally, what we see here is an art scene
that is increasingly exclusive. As UNM alumni,
we’ve seen how cliques can form in the
academic world and permeate outward, often
being intimidating or impossible for outsiders to
penetrate. We felt like we needed a platform
that is ready to support artists from all
backgrounds, both formal and informal. There
is so much good work out there, why wouldn’t
we want to come together and learn from each
other?

When did the idea start taking shape and

how did you get started?

After graduation, we felt so disconnected from
the environment and people that we spent so
much time with. Honestly, we spent a lot of
time looking at artists that used YouTube as
their platform.We started seeing that many of
these artists made their own books and
something just clicked. If we couldn’t find
something here to be a part of, why not make
it? Not really knowing much about
bookmaking, we realized that the punk rock
nature of a zine was more our speed. We bought
a ream or two of decent photo paper, a long
edge stapler, and asked some people that we
respected to participate. For the first two issues,
we snuck into our ex-employers’ buildings and
used their facilities to print it. There were a lot
of complications, but we made it work and had
a lot of fun!

How has everything gone so far?

Fantastic, through the zine we have met some
incredible people who really stand behind what
we are doing. From business owners and
teachers, to independent bookmakers and self
taught artists, we are consistently surprised with
the positivity of readers and the growth of the
zine. Because of consistent support, we generally
sell out of each issue before the next call is even

made. Because of the support, we actually have
been able to increase the quality, quantity and
size of the zine without raising the price. Lastly,
we really have to express our gratitude to
Picture Perfect Photo Lab for sponsoring the
zine, helping us with printing the bonus
photographs that come with each issue and
giving people a physical location to purchase
them at.

What challenges have you encountered?

Well, we try to be inclusive and consider each
submission for what it is, rather than who it is
by. A definite challenge is figuring out when
and why we should say no to a submission. We
generally say no when there are discrepancies in
image format, artist agenda or integrity.
Another challenge is stepping outside of
ourselves as artists and acting as curators.

What have you learned along the way?

We have learned a lot about presentation and
format because we want to do the work justice.
Every issue looks more cohesive as we learn
more. As a couple, working together creatively
has taught us a lot about each other and how
we communicate.

What do you hope happens as a result of all

the hard work you’re putting into this

publication?

As a result of Lux, we hope to show people that
it doesn’t take a lot of money or connections to
showcase your work or meet new people. This
all started as an angsty middle finger to the art
community, but what we found was that a ton
of people felt the same way. We want to
motivate artists and readers to look for new and
different work, create something of their own
and to appreciate art as an object.

What will the release party be like?

Well, thanks to Tractor Brewing Company, we
have a great venue to release issue four of Lux.
Tractor has been very welcoming, and their
support of the art community is widely known.
Our release parties are always very fun and very
relaxed. Most of the local artists that are
featured usually come, we have a table where
zines can be purchased, and we drink lots of
delicious beer and celebrate everyone’s hard
work. Everyone is very open and inviting, so we
encourage any and all to come by and say hi. a

Light Intensity
Lux Zine’s depth of field and purpose

Lux Zine’s fourth issue of the year will be
released on Friday.
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CALENDAR

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY DEC 13
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY A Garden: The Birds
Arrive. An earthwork and experimental garden conceived, designed
and created by Land Arts of the American West and 7th regen, in
conjunction with the exhibition Seed: Climate Change Resilience
coming in 2019. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. 1pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255.
alibi.com/v/65nb.

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Give it Up: Coloring Book Fundraiser. Celebrate
the amazing artists that have created adult coloring night pages with
a compilation of this year’s best all in one book. Proceeds benefit
Cancer Services of N.M. 118 Tulane Dr SE. $10. 5pm. 21+. 243-6752.
alibi.com/v/64tx.

FRIDAY DEC 14
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY A Garden: The Birds
Arrive. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. 1pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

ODYSSEY COUNSELING A N.M. Holiday Stroll Paint Night Fundraiser.
Behind the Badge N.M. hosts a paint night to support first responders
in the community. 119 Industrial Ave NE. $38. 5:45-8pm. 18+.
alibi.com/v/66m9.

WORDS
VIBRANCE Speculative Poetry 101. Learn about the history of genre
poetry and the magazines and anthologies at the forefront of publishing
the most diverse and vibrant new voices. 4500 Silver Ave SE. $15.
5:30-7pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6267.

WAREHOUSE 508 ABQ Unidos Poetry Slam. An open mic and poetry
slam just for youth. 508 First Street NW. 7-9pm. 13+. 296-2738.
alibi.com/v/5yeh.

ART
OT CIRCUS GALLERY One Night, Three Artists. A spectaular showcase
of mixed media art by David S. McKee, beautiful photography by
Christopher Spatz and the mysterious, majestic works of art by Jona
Jackson Batt. 709 Central Ave NW. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES! 415-4643.
alibi.com/v/66m5.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE It’s A Wonderful Life. The saga of the
everyman whose dreams of adventure have been quashed by family
obligation and civic duty, whose guardian angel descends on Christmas
Eve to save him from despair. 224 San Pasquale Ave SW. $15-$23.
7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 242-4750. alibi.com/v/632w.

GROWING STAGE Cinderella: The Tale of the Glass Slipper. Humor
and romance are beautifully woven together with a generous touch of
magic in this lively version of the timeless and beloved French tale.
6909 Menual Blvd NE. $16. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! 288-1205.
alibi.com/v/65mr.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Beauty and the Beast Jr.
The award-winning animated film and stage play come to life in this
romantic and beloved take on the classic fairytale. 1025 Broadway
Blvd SE. $10. 7-8:30pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/640d.

VORTEX THEATRE A Tuna Christmas. In this hilarious sequel to Greater
Tuna, it’s Christmas in the third-smallest town in Texas. Two actors play
all 22 parts making for a crazy, fun evening. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE.
$15-$22. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 247-8600. alibi.com/v/64oy.

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Roust the House Teen Performance.
Featuring local teen bands and soloists, from punk rock to classical
piano, to singer-songwriters, hip-hoppers, spoken word artists and
more. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $3. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/6186.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall La Estrella: A Flamenco Story of the
Kings’ Quest. This magical thematic production dramatizes the voyage
of the three kings and the search for the star of Bethlehem, featuring
flamenco and related dance forms, flamenco cante, traditional Spanish
Christmas songs, villancicos and Las Posadas. 203 Cornell Dr NE.
$15-$25. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 242-7600. alibi.com/v/64on.

SATURDAY DEC 15
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY A Garden: The Birds
Arrive. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. 1pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13 listing.

WORDS
TORTUGA GALLERY Swimming with Elephants Soiree. Swimming with
Elephants Publications celebrates five years with music, food and
poetry and features Poet Laureate alumni, Manuel Gonzalez, Jessica
Helen Lopez and more. 901 Edith Blvd SE. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES!
980-1052. alibi.com/v/64dj.

ART
OT CIRCUS GALLERY Kindness Club Holiday Shoppe. Support programs
in APS elementary schools and find everything from kindness tree T-
shirts, totes and tea towels to mugs and magnets for everyone on the
list. 709 Central Ave NW. Noon-6pm. ALL-AGES! 415-4643.
alibi.com/v/66m6.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE It’s A Wonderful Life. $15-$23.
7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/14 listing. Also, Audition Call:
Shrek, The Musical. Audition with vocal and dance skills for this year’s
production. 224 San Pasquale Ave SW. 10-2pm. ALL-AGES!
242-4750. alibi.com/v/649c.

VORTEX THEATRE A Tuna Christmas. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $15-$22.
7:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/14 listing.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Art, Dance and Mud: Fiesta Navideña. A
flamenco recital with a collaboration of items for sale in visual art,
pottery, photography, food, music and dance. 1010 Coal Ave SW.
4-7pm. ALL-AGES! 503-6040. alibi.com/v/66kz.

IMMANUEL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH N.M. Philharmonic Presents
Handel’s Messiah. Celebrate the holiday season with an intimate
performance conducted by David Felberg, with the wonderful Faith
Lutheran Choir and the extraordinary Coro Lux. 114 Carlisle Blvd SE.
$26-$56. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! 323-4343. alibi.com/v/640u.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall La Estrella: A Flamenco Story of the
Kings’ Quest. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $15-$25. 7pm. ALL-AGES! See
12/14 listing.

LEARN
REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Mokuhanga
Printmaking Workshop. An introduction to Japanese Mokuhanga
printing, involving relief printing, stencil printing and wood grain printing.
3812 Central Ave SE. $120. 10am-5pm. 15+. 268-8952.
alibi.com/v/65dp.

SUNDAY DEC 16
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY A Garden: The
Birds Arrive. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. 1pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/13
listing.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE It’s A Wonderful Life. $15-$23.
7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/14 listing. Also, Audition Call:
Shrek, The Musical. 224 San Pasquale Ave SW. 10-2pm. ALL-AGES!
See 12/15 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE A Tuna Christmas. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $15-$22.
2pm. ALL-AGES! See 12/14 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER The Magic of Light:
A Celebration of Winter Solstice in Story and Song. Regina Ress as
well as Scott and Johanna Hongell-Darsee bring winter tales and multi-
cultural songs as we head toward the darkest time of the year. 6500
Coors Blvd NW. 12:30-2pm. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/65do.

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH N.M. Philharmonic Presents Handel’s
Messiah. 10000 Spain Rd NE. $26-$56. 3-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! See
12/15 IMMANUEL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH listing.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall La Estrella: A Flamenco Story of the
Kings’ Quest. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $15-$25. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See
12/14 listing.

ST PIUS HIGH SCHOOL REC FIELD PARK Rio Grande Symphonic
Band Holiday Concert. An exciting concert of holiday favorites comprised
of talented local musicians and the Cibola High School percussion
section. 5301 St Joseph’s Drive NW. 3pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/65bx.

MONDAY DEC 17
SONG & DANCE
KELLER HALL Piano Recital with Gabriel Landstedt. The program
includes solo works by Bach and Chopin and features Michael Nyman’s
The Piano Concerto for two pianos, with Andreas Landstedt at the
second piano. University of New Mexico. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 415-5738.
alibi.com/v/66ky.

TUESDAY DEC 18
EMPIRE BOARD GAME LIBRARY Enchanted Coloring and Crafts.
Create distinctive and personal greeting cards and enjoy sandwiches,
desserts and non-alcoholic beverages available for purchase. 3503
Central Ave NE. $5. 6:30-8:30pm. 13+. 227-7378. alibi.com/v/66lc.

WEDNESDAY DEC 19
WORDS
TORTUGA GALLERY Fall 2018 Open Poetry Reading Series. An event
created to promote local poets by providing a forum for sharing poetry
and showcasing publications in a public space. 901 Edith Blvd SE.
Free. 7-9pm. 13+. 877-4214. alibi.com/v/60rk.

WINNING COFFEE CO. Lobo Slam. A poetry slam open to all in an
inclusive space. 111 Harvard Dr SE. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES! 266-0000.
alibi.com/v/5ye5.

ART
REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Artists’ Salon-
Style Gathering. Bring work and ideas to share, queries and questions
to ask and food to share. 3812 Central Ave SE. 6-8pm. 18+.
268-8952. alibi.com/v/5ugh.
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BY ROBIN BABB

T
here aren’t a whole lot of bars in
Albuquerque that could be described as
“sexy.” Low lights, a cozy atmosphere, Cat

Power and Nina Simone on the stereo. The
kind of place where you feel compelled to
dress up a little, and you’re not even upset
about it. Every once in a while I feel the urge
to hang out in such an environment, either
for a date night or just to drink a cocktail at
the bar and look sultry and interesting on my
own. To scratch that itch, I like to head to
Cellar Bar at Zinc Wine Bar and Bistro.

I had already been to Zinc a few times
before I learned that they had a basement bar.
Of course, Zinc itself has a stellar menu and
wine list, with fantastic service to boot—I
recommend sharing some steamed mussels and
a bottle of vino at the bar for a nice happy
hour with a pal. But if you’re looking for a
more low-key experience or are just there for
drinks, Cellar Bar offers an ideal alternative.
Once you step into Zinc, walk down the
staircase to the right to find it.

Low ceilings and candlelight make Cellar
Bar feel secretive and separate from the world.
There’s a horseshoe bar in the middle with
several small tables throughout and a lounge
area in one corner where the occasional
musician will play a set. The bar doesn’t often
get crowded, and even when it is the volume
stays at a pretty reasonable level. On a recent
night out, I left one bar with a friend because
it was too loud to hold a conversation—we
wound up at Cellar Bar instead. I’m very glad
we did.

The drinks and food menu is something of
an abbreviated version of the upstairs menu,
with a few Cellar-specific specials thrown in.
A shorter, more budget-friendly wine and beer
list can be found here, as well as a few house
cocktails from upstairs and a rotating special
of classics like Mojito Mondays and Martinis
and Crostinis Friday. One of the beautiful
things about Cellar Bar is that there are
specials every night of the week—and if you
pay attention to what’s on special, you could
have a great night out on a very reasonable
tab. Roll in on a Wednesday for 20 percent off
any bottle of wine and free cheese plate
sampler, or on a Saturday for discounts on all
New Mexico-made drinks and $2 bison sliders
all night. They’re all pretty good reasons to
make this place a regular. Also check out their
“apertif hour” from 4:30 to 7pm on every day
but Sunday, when you’ll find a list of
appetizers and drinks for under $10.

The downstairs food menu also has some

stand-out small plates throughout the week,

like the comically large bowl of fries ($7)

that comes with housemade garlic aioli and

chipotle ketchup. You will definitely need a

partner in crime to finish off these thick-cut,

crispy bad boys. If you’re feeling classier

than French fries, there’s the baked almond

brie bruschetta ($9) which comes with a

sweet and sour tapenade of cranberries,

golden raisins and cherries on top, or the

tapas sampler board ($10), which has a few

slices of grilled rustic bread with garlic oil,

Campo de Montalban cheese, shaved dry

cured ham, paella croquettes and tomato

sofrito sauce. They’re both ideal for a late

night snack or as an appetizer with your

apertif, and the tapas plate is perfect for

sharing.

The wine list at Cellar Bar is a curated

selection of the less expensive bottles that

Zinc carries, but it’s still full of variety and

even features a New Mexico wine—the

Milagro Grüner Veltiner ($10/glass,

$40/bottle), a fruity white wine that’s super

refreshing on a summer day. They also offer

Escape the Noise at Cellar Bar
Zinc’s downstairs bar offers a stellar happy hour and a relaxed vibe

If you didn’t know that the holidays are coming
up, this weekend’s events will certainly remind

you. Apparently all food consumption must be
holiday-themed throughout December, so lean in
and reach for another slice of pumpkin pie,
amigos. Carbs help you stay warm through the
winter, you know.

Adobe Gingerbread Houses at
Bosque Brewing
Another event involving cookies and beer? Yes!
Because it’s been a long year and we all deserve
some sugar. Bosque Brewing Nob Hill (106 Girard
Blvd SE) is hosting a gingerbread house building
event on Thursday, Dec. 13, for you and the little
ones to build a very New Mexican holiday
tradition. Each flat-roofed house kit comes ready
with a miniature chile ristra, luminarias and other
candies to decorate your work of art. There are
two separate seatings at 6pm and 8pm, and
tickets are $30 each or buy 3, get 1 free. Check
out moonlightmakes.com to buy tickets.

Rail Yards Holiday Market

If you’ve been missing the Rail Yards Market as
much as I have, then you’ll be excited to hear that
their holiday market is this weekend—and they’ve
extended it to three days this time. Friday through
Sunday, the Rail Yards (777 First Street SW) will
once again be bustling with farmers and bakers
and makers of all sorts selling their wares, and you
ought to be there to get some locally made
goodies for all those on your gift list. The market
goes from noon to 4pm each day, and you can be
sure there will be plenty of coffee, apple cider and
hot cocoa to keep you warm while you shop. If the
lovely people from Red Tractor Farm happen to be
there, you’d better get some of their apricot
lavender jam before I buy all of it. 

Cookies and Beer Pairing at
Jubilation
I know that the whole food and drink “pairing”
dynamic has gotten a little out of control in recent
years, but I find nothing wrong with the idea of
pairing cookies and beer. On Friday, Dec. 14, visit
Jubilation Beer Wine & Spirits (3512 Lomas Blvd
NE) for a pairing of Bosque Brewing’s canned
beers and Rude Boy Cookies’ baked treats
between 4 and 6pm. My favorite of the Bosque
lineup, the Elephants on Parade, is paired with a
white chocolate chip sugar cookie and a dollop of
strawberry ice cream. Yes, please. Come hungry
and thirsty, but also come ready to learn some
things about flavor profiles and tasting notes.
What, you thought there wasn’t some science to
this tasting stuff? This is a free event, but Rude
Boy Cookies will be sold separately (and make
great holiday gifts, by the way). Please show up
older than 21 and ready to prove it with an ID.  a

Cellar Bar
at Zinc Wine Bar & Bistro

3009 Central Ave. NE
254-9462

zincabq.com/menus/cellar-bar
Hours: Mon 4:30-11pm, Tue-Sat 4:30pm-midnight

Vibe: Very relaxed but a ‘lil classy too
Alibi Recommends: The tapas sampler plate, the
blood orange sour and the Wednesday wine and

cheese plate special

3-ounce “half glasses” and 375ml “half

bottle” servings for half the price of the

glasses and bottles of each wine, so you can

try a couple different things without

committing to the full price. I like the Nik

Weis ‘Urban’ Riesling ($8.50/glass,

$34/bottle) for a drier, crisper white than

the above.

For cocktails I always gravitate toward

whiskey-based things, and so found myself

ordering the blood orange sour ($10), which

is made with Taos Lightning Rye whiskey

and San Pellegrino blood orange soda. It’s

definitely a powerful drink: the punch of the

rye and the sour of the lime juice makes the

first sip a doozy, but after that it’s an entirely

sippable drink. I also love the Kentucky

apple mule ($8), which is made with Bulleit

Bourbon (forever my favorite), apple cider,

lemon juice, ginger beer and cranberry

bitters. Obviously, it’s a drink made for the

fall, and it pairs well with sitting by the

fireplace. If you happen to come by during

their apertif hour, order the chilcano ($6),

one of the few drinks made with pisco (a

high-proof liquor made from grapes) I’ve

found in Albuquerque.

Respect the vibe of Cellar Bar when you

pay a visit: It’s not rowdy or loud, and it’s

not trying to be. The music and the lights

are low, everyone is there to relax. It’s a

cozy and secluded little respite from the

world below ground, and you know what?

You deserve that respite. a

Cellar Bar

WEEKLY SPECIALS
BY ROBIN BABB

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

COURTESY OF RAIL YARDS MARKET
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BY ROBIN BABB

I
t’s obvious that we value some foods more
than others. Historically, this value system
has been based largely on scarcity,

nutritional content and even the trendiness of
certain foods. But how does the labor that goes
into food factor into its value?

At 516 ARTS’ current exhibit, Currency:
What do you value?, artists are exploring why
we value the things we do, and how those
value systems might be skewed. “How do
materialism and corporate interests take
precedence over human and environmental
concerns?” asks Josie Lopez, the curator of the
exhibit, “How do debt and money impact art
and creativity?” Creative work often goes
undervalued (and underpaid), and only more
so in an economy choked by student debt and
steadily climbing housing costs. There is
another kind of labor that often goes
overlooked and taken for granted as well,
though: the work that goes into harvesting and
preparing our food. 

Many of us have seen the recent photos of
migrant farmers continuing to work in the
fields in California even as wildfires raged
nearby, while temperatures and air quality
became unlivable. These farmers—some of
whom are undocumented—have limited or no
protection or recourse offered to them in times
of crisis like this. Many of these workers have
been forced to work without respirator masks,
and overtime pay for California farmworkers
only became mandatory this year. Even
farmers who own or manage their own land
face difficult financial decisions on a regular
basis: Access to affordable land is the number
one challenge faced by farmers, according to a
report by the National Young Farmers
Coalition. 

And agriculture isn’t the only kind of food-
related labor that’s often undervalued.
Restaurant kitchen and service industry
workers often face brutally long shifts, unsafe
working conditions and environments of
assault. Again, it is usually the migrant and
undocumented workers who are the most
taken advantage of in restaurant kitchens. 

This is the labor that 516 ARTS wants to
bring attention to in a catered lunch series
they’re hosting on Thursday and Friday, Dec.
13 and 14 as a part of the Currency exhibit.
Long tables will fill the entryway at 516, where
visitors can buy a $12 lunch and eat together
in the middle of the exhibit. The lunch, which
is catered by Rosebar, a small farm-to-table
catering company, will highlight some of the
foods that have historically been used as

currency such as potatoes, butter and eggs,
“with an emphasis on eating local,” says
Suzanne Sbarge, the Executive Director at 516
ARTS. Lunch is served starting at 11:30am
each day until supplies run out.

Though they farm in the South Valley and
source from other local farmers in their
cooking, “We don’t cook New Mexican food,”
says Marjory Sweet, one half of the farm and
catering duo Rosebar. Rosebar’s food can best
be described as simple, approachable and
bright—they prepare many vegetable-forward
dishes with colorful, acidic sauces, homemade
breads and savory and sweet pastries. “It would
be kind of weird if two girls from Maine came
here and started serving New Mexican food.
… We’ll leave that to the abuelas who know
best.” Corinne Fay, the other half of the duo,
can personally speak to the financial
instability of working in the food service
industry. She worked for several years in
restaurants in Portland, Maine, where a very
seasonal tourism industry makes for a dramatic
drop-off in customers in the fall and winter—
and often layoffs for restaurant staff. “It was
pretty feast or famine out there,” she says.

Having access to nutritious, affordable food
is immeasurably important, but it’s something
we often take for granted. If the price of our
food were to increase by just three percent,
what budget cuts would you have to make in
your life to afford the same food you typically
buy? What about 15 percent, or 30? If all of
our food was produced in a way that
adequately compensated the people who make
it, these are certainly the kinds of price
increases we would see. The questions posed
by the Currency exhibit challenge our notions
of the imbalances in the economy we live in,
and nudge us to examine how our own values
are distorted. If people come for the food and
end up walking through the exhibit as well (or
vice versa), perhaps that speaks to how two
undervalued industries can support each other
in a harsh economy. a

What is the Value 

of Good Food?
516 ARTS and Rosebar host 

pop-up lunches Thursday and Friday

Japanese Kitchen

Teppan, sushi,
& Japanese Cuisine

Experience the Splendor
& Excitement of Japan

“Omakase” is available
at Sushi Bar

Sushi Bar

Steakhouse

6511 America’s Parkway
ABQ NM, 87110

(505) 872-1166

6521 America’s Parkway
ABQ NM, 87110

(505) 884-8937

japanesekitchen.com

We are OPEN on New Year's 
Eve and New Year's Day! 

Come celebrate with us!

A catering spread from Rosebar
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The Favourite
Mean and nasty historical drama makes ambition a courtly enterprise

behind closed doors. But it’s also a hint that
maybe Sarah does have a heart after all. Her
relationship with the Queen is occasionally
quite touching and honest. Deep down,
maybe she really does love Anne. Or not.

Lady Sarah’s life of secretive trysts and

self-serving advice are threatened when her

distant cousin Abigail (Emma Stone) shows

up at the palace. Poor Abigail has had a

rough life. Her drunken father gambled

away the family fortune. Now destitute,

Abigail has arrived at the palace to beg her

cousin for a job. Sensing a threat to her

long con, Lady Sarah banishes Abigail to

the palace kitchen. But Abigail proves to

be as astute a social climber as her cousin.

She quickly ingratiates herself to Queen

Anne and is soon on her way to replacing

Sarah as the Queen’s “favourite.” 

The Favourite shares shelf space with

Stephen Frears’ 1988 adaptation of

Choderlos de Laclos’ Dangerous Liaisons.

Though both films share a witty and wicked

appreciation of courtly intrigue, The

Favourite takes it a step further. As Sarah

and Abigail go to war with one another

over the attentions and favors of the

increasingly feeble Queen, their

backstabbing goes from politely mean to

violently nasty real quick.

The film’s three-way power struggle is a

juicy, soap opera-worthy one. But it’s hard

to find someone to root for here. Anne,

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Feliz Año Nuevo
Described as an “instant camp classic,” Mi Gran
Noche/My Big Night is the work of Spanish
cinematic provocateur Álex de la Iglesia (Acción
Mutante, The Day of the Beast, The Last Circus,
Witching & Bitching, The Ferpect Crime). Set in
a TV studio during an advance taping of a New
Year’s Eve special, this chaotic comedy involves
a number of storylines. A crane falls on an actor,
riots erupt outside the studio, an aging crooner is
marked for assassination and two extras fall in
love. And that’s just for starters. The National
Hispanic Cultural Center presents a free
screening of the 2015 comedy this Thursday,
Dec. 13, starting at 7pm. The film is presented in
Spanish with English subtitles. Admission is free,
but tickets need to be picked up starting one
hour before showtime at the NHCC’s Bank of
America Theatre box office (1701 Fourth Street
SW).

Winter Wonderland
The Central & Unser Library (8081 Central Ave.
NW) kicks off 12 Days of Christmas Movies with
the 2012 animated fantasy Rise of the
Guardians in which Santa Claus, the Tooth Fairy
and the Easter Bunny join forces to save the
world. That screens Thursday, Dec. 13 from 1:30
to 4:30pm in the library’s Children’s Activity
Room. The very next day, it’s the 1954 musical
White Christmas, starring Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye and Rosemary Clooney (Friday, Dec. 14,
2:30pm). Other highlights this week include the
1988 comedy Ernest Saves Christmas
(Saturday, Dec. 15, 1:30pm), the nostalgic 1983
comedy A Christmas Story (Sunday, Dec. 16,
1:30pm), the 2011 animated film Arthur
Christmas (Monday, Dec. 17, 1:30pm), the
raunchy 2017 adult comedy A Bad Moms
Christmas (Monday, Dec. 18, 5:30pm), the 1998
Michael Keaton fantasy Jack Frost (Tuesday,
Dec. 18, 1:30pm), the 1989 sequel National
Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation (Wednesday,
Dec. 18, 1:30pm), 1946’s seasonal classic It’s a
Wonderful Life (Wednesday, Dec. 19, 5:30pm)
and the 1988 Bill Murray vehicle Scrooged
(Thursday, Dec. 20, 1:30pm). 

Screening Shorts

The second annual High Desert Screening takes
place at Guild Cinema (3405 Central Ave. NE)
this Sunday, Dec. 16, starting at 12:50pm. The
event features a diverse selection of trailers,
short films and music videos produced by local
New Mexico filmmakers. Trailers include a peek
at the Asian-action Western Midnight Shanghai.
Among the short selections are “Today” by
Rebekah Wiggins, “Matter of Black” by Robert
Dugan and “The Keeper” by Carmen Dahlman. A
total of 15 short selections will be screened.
Admission is $5 cash at the door or $8 credit
card. You can also purchase tickets in advance
through holdmyticket.com. For more information
go to bit.ly/2G1qgIH. a

played with impressive bipolar energy by

Colman, is petty and childlike. Sarah is an

unapologetically devious maneater (and

womaneater). And Abigail, though initially

sympathetic, takes to Sarah’s world of self-

serving avarice like a duck to water,

becoming increasingly awful as the winner-

takes-all battle wears on. This savage trio is

a wonder to behold. The talented actresses

behind it are obviously going at one

another with relish and brio. Their

command of the film leaves their male

costars in the dust. (With the possible

exception of Nicholas Hoult, who provides

a beautifully catty counterpoint to the

ladies as the Earl of Oxford, leader of the

Loyal Opposition.) 

The lush settings (shot primarily at

Hatfield House in Hertfordshire) do

provide a delicious, baroque counterpoint

to all the bad behavior. Lanthimos lenses

many of his shots in fish-eye, spinning and

circling his camera around the tight

chambers like a goggle-eyed observer. It’s

one of his few surreal touches, other than

the occasional hint of Fellini-esque

debauchery and the film’s dark and

multilayered final shot. It’s a major

improvement over the somnambulant and

seemingly pointless art house “horror” of

The Killing of a Sacred Deer. The Favourite

has energy to burn. To reiterate, however,

that does not mean The Favourite will be

the average anglophile’s cup of tea. It’s

loopy, long-winded and devolves into

increasingly misanthropic spirals. But the

wonderfully deadpan humor, scabrous

assessment of female power dynamics and

well-played lesbian twist on it all further

cement Mr. Lanthimos’ reputation as an

auteur to watch. a

The Favourite
Directed by Yorgos Lanthimos

Starring Olivia Colman, Rachel Weisz, Emma Stone

Rated R

Opens Friday 12/14

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T
he term “auteur,” in simplest terms,

refers to a filmmaker who writes and

directs their own works. In broader

terms, it defines a filmmaker whose personal

style and control over a particular project is

unmistakable. Alfred Hitchcock, Woody

Allen, Stanley Kubrick and Wes Anderson

are just a few examples of Hollywood

auteurs, directors whose entire body of work

bears the stamp of a singular, instantly

recognizable creative mind. Over the course

of a mere four films (Dogtooth, Alps, The

Lobster, The Killing of a Sacred Deer) Greek

filmmaker Yorgos Lanthimos has established

himself as one of the 21st century’s most

identifiable auteurs. All his films are limned

in the same borderline surreal tone and

absurdist black humor. At the same time, it’s

difficult to draw a narrative line between his

films, which veer from Charlie Kaufman-

inspired drama (Alps) to Franz Kafka-esque

comedies (The Lobster) to Steven King-like

horror thrillers (The Killing of a Sacred Deer).

Adding further to the subjective scrum is

Lanthimos’ latest, a more-or-less

straightforward costume comedy-drama

about the British royalty.
Though The Favourite clocks in as

Lanthimos’ most accessible film, that doesn’t
mean it’s your standard, BBC-approved
history lesson. Set in early 18th-century
England, the film takes us to the court of
Queen Anne (played by longtime British
actress Olivia Colman from “The Crown,”
“Peep Show” and “Broadchurch”). Sickly
and sour-faced, the Queen spends more time
hiding in her bedroom than ruling over her
country. Her manic-depressive moods are
mitigated by her best friend, close
companion and trusted advisor Lady Sarah
(the always-welcome Rachel Weisz, who
appeared with Colman in Lanthimos’
oddball romantic fantasy The Lobster). 

Seen from the point of view of a
dispassionate observer, it’s evident that Lady
Sarah is a master manipulator, steering the
Queen’s thoughts toward her own personal
benefit. Lady Sarah’s husband is a military
commander, currently off fighting the
French. Despite the fact that the war is
bankrupting the country, Lady Sarah is
constantly pushing Anne to pump more
money into the military. It’s a direct assist to
Sarah’s family fortunes—and as a side
benefit, Sarah’s husband could end up killed
in battle, leaving her a wealthy widow.

Lady Sarah’s talons run deep. In time it
becomes clear that she and the Queen aren’t
just BFFs. They’re also longtime lovers. It’s a
secret, of course, that remains locked firmly

Emma Stone waits her turn
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SLOTH

an ex-con returns to her seaside
hometown to blow the lid off a
generations-long murder mystery
involving … wait for it … mermaids.

“The 87th Annual Hollywood Christmas
Parade” (KWBQ-19 7pm) Nancy
O’Dell (of “Access Hollywood” and
“Entertainment Tonight” fame) is this
year’s grand marshal. 

SATURDAY 15

The Swan Princess Christmas (KQBQ-
19 7pm) If you’re hungry for third-
party, second-rate Disney knockoffs,
then this 2012 computer-animated
special (a sequel to 1994’s The Swan
Princess, 1997’s The Swan Princess:
Escape from Castle Mountain and
1998’s The Swan Princess: The
Mystery of the Enchanted Kingdom) is
for you. Somehow, there were still four
more direct-to-DVD sequels after it. I’d
bet they’re all for sale at Big Lots.

SUNDAY 16

“2018 Miss Universe Competition”
(KASA-2 6pm) Armenia, Kyrgystan
and Mongolia are are sending their
very first competitors. Has Mongolia
ever even seen a bikini?

“The iHeartRadio Jingle Ball 2018”
(KWBQ-19 7pm) Shawn Mendes,
Cardi B, Dua Lipa, G-Eazy, 5 Seconds
of Summer and the ubiquitous
Chainsmokers. What more could you
want?

MONDAY 17

“2018: In Memoriam” (KOAT-7 9pm)
ABC acknowledges what a dumpster
fire 2018 was by simply looking at all

the famous people who died:
Aretha Franklin, Burt Reynolds,
George H. W. Bush, John McCain
and Stephen Hawking among
them.

TUESDAY 18

“Greatest Holiday Commercials
Countdown 2018” (KWBQ-19
7pm) Kevin Frazier and Keltie
Knight from “Entertainment
Tonight” try to make us watch
commercials for an hour.

WEDNESDAY 19

“Overthinking with Kat & June”
(YouTube Premium streaming
anytime) This female buddy
comedy sitcom centers on the
“strange but beautiful” friendship
between two young women
(Tenea Intriago, Alexia Dox) and
allows viewers to hear their inner
thoughts. So, “Peep Show,” but
way less nasty.

“New Day’s WWE 2018 Pancake
Powered Year End Super
Spectacular” (USA 8pm) WWE’s
The New Day tag team (Big E,
Kofi Kingston, Xavier Woods)
continue their odd, pancake-
loving schtick with this wrestling
special (featuring, presumably, a
lot of pancakes). 

“Schitt’s Creek: Christmas” (POP
11pm) Prior to the fifth season
(starting Jan. 16), Pop gives fans
a quick holiday special—in which
optimistic Rose family patriarch
Johnny (Eugene Levy) tries to
celebrate a traditional Christmas,
much to the disinterest of his
snobby family. a

THURSDAY 13

“Dr. Pimple Popper: The 12 Pops of
Christmas” (TLC 7pm) I take it
back, Lifetime holiday rom-coms. I
take it all back. I’d watch a dozen of
you before I’d flip past this holiday
horror.

GG Allin: All in the Family (Showtime
8pm) Nothing says Christmas like a
documentary about shit-eating,
heroin-loving, self-mutilating punk
rock nutso GG Allin. 

FRIDAY 14

“Chilling Adventures of Sabrina: A
Midwinter’s Tale” (Neflix streaming
anytime) In this one-off holiday
addition to the first season of
Netflix’s witchy new series. the
Spellman family celebrates the
winter solstice by singing pagan
carols and telling ghost stories.

“The Protector” (Netflix steaming
anytime) Netflix releases its first
Turkish original series, this
supernatural drama about a young
shopkeeper given a mystic talisman
by a mysterious, ancient order
tasked with protecting Istanbul from
“shadowy forces.”

“Tidelands” (Netflix streaming
anytime) In this Australian drama,

Christ-Mess
TV’s worst holiday specials

T
he Idiot Box is a veritable white elephant
party filled with crappy Christmas specials
this time of year. (See The Swan Princess

Christmas below for proof.) But what were the
most painful holiday specials ever made? Here’s
a list of historic “specials” you’ll want to re-gift.

“Star Wars Holiday Special” (1978) This is
the motherload of awful holiday specials. It aired
once, and George Lucas disavowed all
knowledge of it. A lot of the dialogue is in
Wookie. Bea Arthur and Harvey Korman make
with the funny. Mark Hamill stops by for like
two seconds, sporting an ungodly amount of
makeup. But the Boba Fett cartoon is cool.

“Rudolph and Frosty’s Christmas in July”
(1979) Sure, 1977’s “Nestor the Long-Eared
Donkey” is just a maudlin remake of “Rudolph
the Red-Nosed Reindeer,” but this late-in-the-
game, stop-motion-animated special is arguably
the worst of Rankin/Bass’ seasonal efforts.
Clearly they had run out of ideas when they sent
Rudolph and Frosty to save a circus. In Florida.
In July. Frosty has kids. There’s a genie. And
dragons.

“Christmas Comes to Pac-Land” (1982)
Frankly, it makes no sense there was a Pac-Man
cartoon to begin with. The video game doesn’t
even make narrative sense: A yellow disc eats
dots in a maze while running from ghosts. Mix
in Christmas and it gets positively surreal. In a
plot recycled from most lazy holiday specials, the
stars have to help Santa deliver gifts after a nasty
crash landing. In the end, Santa’s reindeer eat
Pac-Man’s power pellets and can fly again. Also,
Pac-Man wears a scarf—despite the fact that he
has no neck.

“He-Man & She-Ra: A Christmas Special”
(1985) I can’t even begin to parse the
convoluted shenanigans going on here. But at
one point, musclebound Prince Adam dresses up
as Santa Claus.

“Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: Alpha’s
Magical Christmas” (1994) The Power
Rangers are mostly AWOL from this
impoverished, 24-minute, direct-to-video
special. They’re all up at the North Pole helping
Santa, apparently. Which leaves irritating robot
Alpha back at the Command Center feeling
nostalgic and unloved. To pass the time, he
decorates and sings a couple of carols. That’s
about it.

“We Wish You a Turtle Christmas” (1994)
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles were still
kinda hot back in 1994, but this chintzy VHS
“special” does them no favors. The plot has the
turtles shopping for a Christmas gift for Master
Splinter. But mostly it’s a lot of singing and
dancing—including a reggae version of “Deck
the Halls” with lyrics changed to a list of pizza
toppings. I shit you not.

“The Nuttiest Nutcracker” (1999)
Nobody actually remembers or likes the story of
The Nutcracker. So some cheapjack computer
animation company decided transforming the
cast into nuts would jazz things up. Jim Belushi is
the Mouse King. Cheech Marin is a macadamia
nut. Various cashews, peanuts and walnuts
round out the cast.

“Elf Bowling: The Movie—The Great
North Pole Elf Strike” (2007) In December of
2000, the promotional marketing game “Elf
Bowling” was a thing people played on their
Dell PCs. It was bowling, but with elves instead
of bowling pins. In 2007 somebody had the
brilliant idea of turning that into a computer-
animated movie. It was not a brilliant idea.

“Larry the Cable Guy’s Star-Studded
Christmas Extravaganza” (2008) A guy who
doesn’t wear sleeves should never have a
Christmas special.  a
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Elf (2003)
Will Ferrell scored a perennial favorite with this sea-
sonal comedy about a human adopted by Santa’s
elves who is sent to America to search for his biologi-
cal roots. Occasionally absurd and often a bit too
Hollywood sweet, the film is kept afloat by Ferrell’s
energetic performance. Plus, it’s the film’s 15th an-
niversary! 95 minutes. PG. (Movies 8)

It’s a Wonderful Life (1946)
The holiday classic starring James Stewart and
Donna Reed returns to the big screen. You’ve proba-
bly seen it at least a dozen times on TV. But it’s the
perfect movie about suicide to get you in the holiday
mood. 130 minutes. Unrated. (Flix Brewhouse)

National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation
(1989)
The Griswold clan ends up hosting redneck Cousin
Eddie for Christmas in this holiday favorite. Chevy
Chase, Beverly D’Angelo, Juliette Lewis, Johnny
Galecki, Randy Quaid and Julia Louis-Dreyfus star. 97
minutes. PG-13. (Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16)

The Polar Express (2004)
The simple story of this computer-generated toon
has a skeptical kid boarding a magical train to the
North Pole and meeting Santa Claus. The “photo-re-
alistic” CGI was faintly impressive from a technical
perspective way back in 2004, but is still flat-out
creepy to watch. 100 minutes. G. (Flix Brewhouse)

Wild Strawberries (1957)
If you aren’t familiar with the works of Swedish cin-
ema legend Ingmar Bergman, then this emotional
1957 masterpiece is a good place to start. If you are
familiar with the man’s work, then you know exactly
what I’m talking about. The film relates, in flashback,
the life of an elderly professor as he travels across
country to receive an honorary degree. 90 minutes.
(Guild Cinema)

STILL PLAYING

At Eternity’s Gate
Painter-turned-director Julian Schnabel (Basquiat,
Before Night Falls, The Diving Bell and the Butterfly)
directs this highly artistic biopic starring Willem
Dafoe as Vincent van Gogh. Shot on handheld cam-
eras in the south of France, the film captures the last
days of van Gogh as he battles mental illness to pro-
duce some of his most iconic paintings. Elemental
and unapologetically romantic, the film revels in the
glimmering sunlight and glowing wheat fields of van
Gogh’s world. 110 minutes. Unrated. (High Ridge)

Bohemian Rhapsody
Rami Malek (“Mr. Robot”) takes on the task of em-
bodying theatrical rock icon Freddie Mercury in this
entertaining but uncomplicated musical biopic
chronicling the years leading up to Queen’s leg-

Never-Ending Man: Hayao Miyazaki
Japanese master animator Hayao Miyazaki (Castle in
the Sky, My Neighbor Totoro, Kiki’s Delivery Service,
Princess Mononoke, Spirited Away, Howl’s Moving
Castle) is the subject of this documentary. It profiles
his life and work, up to his retirement (sort of) in
2013. In Japanese with English subtitles. 70 min-
utes. PG. (Opens Thursday 12/13 at Century 14
Downtown)

Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse
In this original-looking animated film (employing a
gritty, cell-shaded 3D style), young Miles Morales be-
comes the Spider-Man of his reality after he crosses
paths with super-powered spider folk from all sorts of
Marvel Comics universes. We get Jake Johnson (“New
Girl”) as plain old Peter Parker, Hailee Steinfeld (True
Grit) as Spider-Gwen, Nicolas Cage as Spider-Man
Noir and John Mulaney (“Saturday Night Live”) as
Peter Porker the Spectacular Spider-Ham. This is
some deep-dive Marvel Comics mythology, but
screenwriter Phil Lord (The Lego Movie) keeps things
energetic and fun. 117 minutes. PG. (Opens Thursday
12/13 at Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

They Shall Not Grow Old
Peter Jackson (The Lord of the Rings series) directs
this humble historical documentary about World War
I, featuring never-before-seen footage, to commemo-
rate the centennial of the conflict’s end. 99 minutes.
R. (Opens Monday 12/17 at Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Vox Lux
Following a tragic school shooting, two sisters pen a
tribute song and become musical superstars be-
cause of it. Years later, one of them (now played by
Natalie Portman) is still trying to do the pop diva
thing. But a fading career, a troubled daughter and a
second, eerily familiar school shooting threaten to
derail her career. Portman grounds writer-director
Brady Corbet’s second film with her riveting, give-it-
all-you’ve-got performance. And Corbet certainly
knows how to set an over-the-top electropop specta-
cle. But the plot (two of them, really) is a jagged puz-
zle-box assembly. 110 minutes. R. (Opens Friday
12/14 at Century Rio, High Ridge)

RETURNING

Christmas Evil (1980)
This seedy but psychologically minded 1980 slasher
flick set the groundwork for a lot of seasonal horror
flicks. A toy factory worker, mentally scarred as a
child thanks to some Santa-based trauma, suffers a
nervous breakdown. Naturally, this causes him to
dress up in a beard and red suit and start “punish-
ing” various naughty people. Mostly by killing them.
John Waters says it’s his favorite Christmas movie.
100 minutes. R. (Guild Cinema)

endary appearance at the Live Aid concert. Bryan
Singer (The Usual Suspects, X-Men) directs. 134
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

Boy Erased
Aussie actor Joel Edgerton (Animal Kingdom, The
Great Gatsby) writes and directs this drama based
on Garrard Conley’s painful memoir. Russell Crowe
and Nicole Kidman are the devoutly religious parents
of a teenage boy (Lucas Hedges) forced to partici-
pate in a church-sponsored gay conversion program.
114 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Can You Ever Forgive Me?
Comedienne Melissa McCarthy sheds her bright per-
sona to play frumpy, downbeat author Lee Israel in
this tragicomic biopic. Around 1990, Lee found her
brand of high-tone biographies out of style. Broke,
bitter and frequently drunk, she took to forging witty
letters from dead literary figures. Oddly enough, this
gave her great satisfaction as a writer (as well as a
way to pay the rent). Nicole Holofcenter (Lovely &
Amazing, Enough Said) contributes the alternately
tough and tender screenplay, which adds some heavy
psychological depth to Lee’s petty-outrageous tale of
forgery. But it’s McCarthy prickly performance that
rings true. Reviewed in v27 i45. 106 minutes. R.
(High Ridge)

Creed II
Writer-director Ryan Coogler and star Michael B. Jor-
dan’s savvy reboot of the Rocky series (focusing on
the son of Rocky Balboa’s old rival) returns with the
next, logical follow-up. Seems that young Adonis
Creed (Jordan) is back in the ring and battling the
son of Rocky’s other major opponent, Russian mon-
ster Ivan Drago (Dolph Lundgren—who, like Sylvester
Stallone, is also hanging out for a bit). 130 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Al-
buquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix Brew-
house, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch
I mean, we already had the TV version narrated by
Boris Karloff (1966) and the live-action version with
Jim Carrey (2000). So why not a 3D CGI-animated
version? Here, Brit Benedict Cumberbatch voices our
hairy party pooper, stealing Christmas from all the
Whos down in Whoville. Angela Lansbury voices the
Mayor of Whoville. Pharrell Williams narrates. It’s from
the studio that gave us the Despicable Me franchise
and The Secret Life of Pets. Reviewed in v27 i46. 90
minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

NEW

21st Century Stone Age
Local geologist Steve Maynard is the man behind this
in-development documentary series taking viewers on
a journey of “adventure and discovery” to learn “the
fascinating story of human ingenuity and the rocks
that we transform into civilization.” In this episode,
Maynard heads to a quarry where rock is extracted to
examine its geologic origins. He also looks at polished
stone and its uses in construction as well as modern
processes for fabrication and their roots in ancient
techniques. Maynard is on hand to participate in a
post-film Q&A and to hand out doorprizes from
Mama’s Minerals. This special screening is a
fundraiser to help launch the continuing “21st Cen-
tury Stone Age” TV series. 75 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Saturday 12/15 at Guild Cinema)

Anna and the Apocalypse
In this self-proclaimed “zombie Christmas musical,” an
undead apocalypse is threatening the sleepy town of
Little Haven. And to add insult to injury, it’s Christmas
time. This forces high schooler Anna (Ella Hunt) and
her friends to fight, slash and (yes) sing their way to
survival. If a sprightly mixture of High School Musical
and Shaun of the Dead sounds amusing, then this
Scottish-made mash-up is for you. 93 minutes. R.
(Opens Friday 12/14 at Century Rio)

The Favourite
Reviewed this issue. 119 minutes. R. (Opens Friday
12/14 at Century Rio, High Ridge)

High Desert Screening
This second annual assemblage of trailers, shorts and
music videos from local New Mexico filmmakers fea-
tures 15 offerings running the gamut from martial arts
Westerns to sci-fi dramas to biographical documen-
taries. 140 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 12/16
at Guild Cinema)

Liyana
In this unique, hybrid documentary, five young chil-
dren in Swaziland—orphans of the AIDS epidemic—
turn their past trauma into creative fuel for an original,
collective fairy tale. Basically, the kids are learning to
spin their own oral folk tales at the Likhaya Lemphilo
Lensha orphanage where they live. Mixed among im-
ages of the kids’ authentic daily life is this bright and
evolving folk tale, which sends a young girl on a dan-
gerous quest and is visually rendered in a mixture of
2D and 3D animation. 77 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 12/14 at Guild Cinema)

Mary Poppins Returns
Nearly 55 years after Walt Disney made a live-ac-
tion/animated adaptation of P.L. Travers beloved chil-
dren’s novels, comes this imaginative sequel. Rob
Marshall (Chicago, Into the Woods) directs. Emily
Blunt (The Devil Wears Prada) stars as our “practically
perfect” nanny, who returns to London, decades later,
to look after the now-grown Banks siblings’ young chil-
dren. The cast includes Emily Watson, Lin-Manuel Mi-
randa, Colin Firth, Ben Whishaw, Meryl Streep, Angela
Lansbury, Julie Walters, David Warner and Dick Van
Dyke. 130 minutes. PG. (Opens Wednesday 12/19 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
AMC Albuquerque 12)

Mortal Engines
Based on Philip Reeve’s steampunk-ish YA novels, this
sci-fi fantasy takes us to post-apocalyptic Europe,
devastated by a catastrophic world war. Long-de-
stroyed cities have been rebuilt at sea and in the air.
But on land, the biggest cities have been recon-
structed as towering, tank-like monstrosities crawling
their way across the landscape and waging war on
smaller, slower towns. In the mobile metropolis of
London, two young people (Hera Hilmar, Robert Shee-
han) meet and try to stop a conspiracy involving an
ancient weapon of incalculable power. 128 minutes.
PG-13. (Opens Thursday 12/13 at Century Rio, Cen-
tury 14 Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

The Mule
Clint Eastwood directs and stars in this “inspired by a
true story” drama about a 90-year-old horticulturist
who gets caught transporting $3 million worth of co-
caine through Michigan for a Mexican drug cartel.
Bradley Cooper, Michael Peña, Andy Garcia, Laurence
Fishburne, Taissa Farmiga and Dianne Wiest costar.
116 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 12/14 at Century Rio,
Century 14 Downtown, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium
16, AMC Albuquerque 12, High Ridge)

Mortal Engines

Film Capsules  continues on page 23 
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deadly exorcism, the corpse of a possessed young
woman is taken to the city morgue where a cop fresh
out of rehab (Stana Katic from “Castle”) is working
the night shift. Naturally, she’s now forced to deal
with a string of bizarre and violent supernatural inci-
dents. 85 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Ralph Breaks the Internet
Wreck-It Ralph (2012) was a nostalgic, surprisingly
sweet flashback about video game characters come
to life. For this animated sequel, computerized heavy-
turned-hero Ralph (voiced by John C. Reilly) sets out
on a spoof-filled journey to the internet with pal
Vanellope von Schweetz (Sarah Silverman). 112 min-
utes. PG. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Robin Hood
Does the world need another snarky, pseudo-mod-
ernist retelling of the Robin Hood story? Probably
not. But here come Taron Edgerton (Robin Hood),
Jamie Foxx (Little John) and Jamie Dornan (Will Scar-
let) to do just that. Don’t worry; there’s lots and lots
and lots of frantic, explosive, video game-inspired ac-
tion. 116 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Searching For Ingmar Bergman
On the 100th anniversary of his birth, internationally
renowned director Margarethe von Trotta (Hannah
Arendt) examines Swedish filmmaker Ingmar
Bergman’s life and legacy in the film industry. She
talks with some of his closest collaborators as well
as a new generation of filmmakers living in his long
shadow. In German, Swedish, French and Spanish
with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Unrated. (Guild
Cinema)

A Star Is Born
Bradley Cooper (the Hangover films) turns writer-di-
rector-star in this remake of the remake of the re-
make of the remake of A Star Is Born. Cooper plays
the burned-out stadium rock star who discovers a
golden-voiced ingénue (Lady Gaga) whom he men-
tors to stardom. (Only to find himself eclipsed and
drowning his sorrows in booze.) Lady Gaga is a reve-

lation as both a natural actress and as a stripped-
down singer. Unfortunately, the film’s first half (featur-
ing lots of romance, concert footage and dreams
coming true) is better than the second half (all bad
behavior, melodrama and weeping). Reviewed in v27
i40. 135 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Down-
town, High Ridge)

Widows
Steve McQueen (12 Years a Slave) co-writes and di-
rects this crime thriller based on the novel by Gillian
Flynn (Gone Girl, Sharp Objects). After three women
(Viola Davis, Michelle Rodriquez, Elizabeth Debicki)
are left widowed by their husbands’ botched criminal
careers, a nasty crime boss leans on the ladies to
make up for their spouses’ two million dollar screw-
up. With no other recourse, the ladies transform
themselves into a criminal crew and plot out a multi-
million-dollar heist. 129 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Century Rio)

SECOND RUN
The Front Runner
Hugh Jackman stars as presidential candidate Gary
Hart, whose self-emolation during the 1988 cam-
paign is the stuff of legends. 113 minutes. R. (Movies
8)

The Hate U Give
Suddenly ubiquitous “YA-book-turned-teen-movie”
star Amandla Stenberg (The Hunger Games; Every-
thing, Everything; The Darkest Minds) headlines this
dramatic adaptation of Angie Thomas’ novel about a
young girl who witnesses the fatal shooting of her
best friend at the hands of police. 133 minutes. PG-
13. (Movies 8)

The House With a Clock in Its Walls
This fast-paced, family-oriented, ’50s-set fantasy
(based on the book by John Bellairs) finds a young
orphan moving in with his warlock of an uncle (Jack
Black) and helping him on his quest through a magi-
cal mansion to locate a supernatural clock that
could bring about the Apocalypse. 104 minutes. PG.
(Movies 8)

Night School
A grown-up loser (Kevin Hart) goes back to night
school in hopes of earning his GED. But he falls in
love with the teacher (Tiffany Haddish) instead. Like
ya do. 111 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Nobody’s Fool
Tiffany Haddish (Girls Trip, Uncle Drew, Night School,
The Oath, “The Last O.G.”) stars in this comedy-drama
for director/name brand Tyler Perry. The story involves
a women who is released from jail and reunites with
her sister. She soon discovers, however, that her sis is
in an online relationship with a man who may not be
what he seems. 110 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

The Old Man and The Gun
Robert Redford’s (allegedly) final film is this ex-
tremely low-key crime flick about a seventysomething
dude who breaks out of prison and goes on a bank
robbery spree. At the end of the day, the film is more
about quiet conversations in small diners than gun-
fights and car chases. Reviewed in v27 i41. 93 min-
utes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Overlord
During World War II, a group of American soldiers (in-
cluding Kurt Russell’s offspring Wyatt) is shot down
over Nazi-occupied France, but must complete its
mission or the invasion of Normandy can’t happen.
The assignment? Defeat an army of nasty zombies
created by Nazi scientists! 109 minutes. R. (Movies
8)

Smallfoot
A community of mountain-dwelling Yeti are uncon-
vinced when one of their members (voiced by Chan-
ning Tatum) spots a mythical “Smallfoot” (a human
being) in this computer-animated comedy from
Warner Animation Group (makers of The Lego Movie).
96 minutes. PG. (Movies 8)

Unbroken: Path to Redemption
Producer-director Angelina Jolie’s well-meaning,
Oscar-nominated 2014 biopic gets a belated follow-
up with this unofficial, “faith-based” sequel. Following
his stint in an Asian prisoner camp during WWII, for-
mer USA Olympian Louis Zamperini returns to Amer-
ica and becomes an evangelical Christian thanks to
Billy Graham. 98 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindel-
wald
The first Harry Potter spinoff movie ended with in-
triguing villain Colin Farrell transforming into Johnny
Depp in a crazy wig, makeup and contact lenses.
Frankly, the world didn’t need another over-the-top
Johnny Depp character. But we’ve got it anyway.
Seems that wizarding bigwig Albus Dumbledore
(Jude Law) has sent shy magical zoologist Newt Sca-
mander (Eddie Redmayne) off on a quest to find a
missing magic-user before evil Gellert Grindlewald
(Depp) does … eh, I don’t know. This convoluted tale
is all set-up and exposition, feeling exactly like what
it is: chapter two of an already overly long five-part
story. 134 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16)

Green Book
A working-class, Italian-American bouncer (Viggo
Mortenesen) from New York City finds himself acting
as chauffeur for a wealthy black concert pianist (Ma-
hershala Ali) as he goes on a tour of the segregated
Jim Crow South in 1962. This family friendly tale of
discrimination clearly flips the script on the Driving
Miss Daisy formula. But director Peter Farrelly (who,
along with his brother, gave us Dumb and Dumber
and There’s Something About Mary) directs with
compassion and humor. 130 minutes. PG-13. (Cen-
tury Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Instant Family
Writer-director Sean Anders (Daddy’s Home, Daddy’s
Home Two) reunites with Mark Wahlberg for more
heartwarming ha-has. A couple (Wahlberg, Rose
Byrne) adopts three orphaned kids. Hijinks ensue.
119 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Cen-
tury Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Jim Henson’s Holiday Special
For the first time ever, two newly restored holiday spe-
cials from Muppet king Jim Henson hit theaters in a
joyous double-feature. First up is the beloved 1977
TV special “Emmet Otter’s Jug-Band Christmas,”
based on the children’s book by Russell Hoban. Next,
is the 1985 TV episode “The Bells of Fraggle Rock,” in
which fun-loving Fraggle Gobo grows disenchanted
with the annual Festival of the Bells holiday. 90 min-
utes. G. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Maria By Callas
First-time documentary director Tom Volf uses Maria
Callas’ own words (interviews, archival footage and
her letters and diaries, read by French actress Fanny
Ardant) to explain the famed opera diva’s “tempestu-
ous” life and career. The film is constructed by a fan
for fans. Callas’ viewpoint is unchallenged, and she
was always notoriously tightlipped about her per-
sonal life (including her lifelong affair with Aristotle
Onassis). But the frequent interludes, featuring
Callas’ most famous arias, are a haunting
reminder/introduction to her fierce talent. Reviewed
in v27 v49. 113 minutes. PG. (High Ridge)

The Nutcracker and the Four Realms
No one who has ever sat through a performance of
The Nutcracker has done so for the slim-to-nonexis-
tent story (something about a little girl opening
Christmas presents, a dancing nutcracker who’s re-
ally a prince, a bunch of evil mice and a Sugar Plum
Fairy). Here, Disney tries to amp up the fantasy to Oz
The Great and Powerful levels. This involves lots and
lots and lots of computer animation. Mackenzie Foy
(The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn) stars. Helen Mir-
ren, Kiera Knightley and Morgan Freeman are in there
somewhere too, wearing crazy wigs. 99 minutes. PG.
(Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16)

Once Upon a Deadpool
The snarky (and very R-rated) superhero sequel
Deadpool 2 returns to theaters in a “family friendly”
PG-13 cut. Also, it’s surrounded by a new wrap-
around sequence in which Deadpool (Ryan
Reynolds) and Fred Savage re-enact 1987’s The
Princess Bride (because, why not). 119 minutes. PG-
13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Al-
buquerque 12)

The Possession of Hannah Grace
The movie industry really can’t go a month without at
least one cheap exorcism thiller. This one takes the
standard-issue story a step further. Following a

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058

Doorprizes courtesy of

Midnig
ht

Movie

Madnes
s

PRESENTS

Doorprizes cou trtesy of

Friday and Saturday,

Dec. 14 and 15
10:30pm

Film Capsules continued from page 20
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MUSIC | SHOW UP!

Before the Winter Sun’s Ignited
Listeners, can you hear me?

BY AUGUST MARCH

“A
nd Tommy doesn’t know what day it is/
He doesn’t know who Jesus was/ Or
what praying is/ How can he be saved/

From the eternal grave?/ Surrounded by his
friends/ He sits so silently/ And unaware of
anything” … a few random lines drawn from the
song, “Christmas,” by The Who, from the rock
opera, Tommy.

C’mon dude get with it, it’s the holiday
season, after all. You can start by removing those
awful earplugs and sleep-goggles so that you can
pipe some music into that brain of yours. Also,
knock it off with pinball and presumptive
Presbyterianism; go out and see some shows, for
Chrissakes; it’s more than heaven’s generosity on
offer here in El Duque, after all.

Thursday Part I
In the course of a couple of years, Thursday
Night Girl Fight, a concert series that features
local human rockers who happen to be female,
has grown into an intensely timely arbiter of
aesthetics and values, forever altering and
advancing the scene here in the Burkes.

This week’s iteration at Launchpad (607
Central Ave. SW) on Thursday, Dec. 13 is
certainly no exception to the rule as the series
continues to ascend on the wings of kick-ass
players and a growing, appreciative audience.
Additionally, there is substantive seasonal flair
too: Proceeds from this show will benefit the
Albuquerque Indian Center, whose mission is to
“empower the Albuquerque urban Native
American community through the provision of
wrap-around services designed to promote
wellness, education, self-sufficiency and
tradition.”

That’s damn good and should be added to a
list called “why this is an important show,” by
the way. The other thing on the list should be
about this week’s performance: It features the
hard rocking sounds of Nizhóní Girls as well as
the raptastic flows of K. Benally and Letsjusb
(Violetta Bennett), the experimental sonic folk
output of of Liz Howdy and artist Shandiin
Yazzie too.

Besides the awesome musical discourse, poet
Jessica Helen Lopez is also on the bill. 9pm •
$5 to $10 • 21+.

Thursday Part II
On Thursday night, Dec. 13 Sister (407 Central
Ave. SW) will be the site of some sustained
psychedelic sooth-saying, suffering and shuffling,
when YOU, one of the progenitors of that
scene’s resurgence in the Duke City
triumphantly returns to town—they’re left-
coasters now, dudes—for a show that will
undoubtedly kill any sense of the normative
lingering in the vicinity of Downtown. YOU, in
case you want to know la neta, is a self-
proclaimed “party-wave power trio” consisting of
Austin Morrell, Eric Lisausky and Hiram Camp.
Their new record, Retro-Mantric Transmissions

drops on Dec. 12, so this may indeed be prime
time to spock out these dudes as they cruise
through interstellar, post prog jams like “Seam
Ripper,” “Rectangular Mind Thief” or
“Hairbrush.” But besides YOU—and that’s a
lot—this is bound to be a ripper because a
couple of noteworthy local bands are worming
their way out of the studio just to jam at an
event that may quickly become trans-
dimensional and possibly louder than heck, too.
They include noisy shoegaze saints Pacenotes
and electro-pop mysterians Gerunding. Fly now,
land later, lovers. 8pm • $5 cash only • 21+.

Friday Part I
My wife—who was music editor before I was—
has a running joke that involves guessing how
many times the other one has covered Mexican
heavy metal masters Metalachi … and why such
reiterations are the essence of how the bigger
picture appears to readers of Weekly Alibi’s music
section. They’ll be back at it, this time gigging at
Sister (407 Central Ave. SW) on Friday, Dec.
14. It comes down to this: certain bands play
this town with such regularity that we wish—for
all their greatness and grandeur—that they were
ours, that their home was here in Burque.
Certainly some local notables have escaped our
gravity and now circle brighter distant suns like
the one seen and felt in El Lay, but how about
outfits like Melvins or Metalachi, for that
matter? They might as well be from the Burkes,
que no?

History tells us that Metalachi—an ensemble
that performs selections from the heavy metal
repertoire with conjunto clarity and bitchin’
banda badassery—was formed in Veracruz after a
night of snorting horse tranquilizers with the
village jai alai team. That’s cool, but not as def as
their jams—which resonate with a powerful
horn section and violinistas that kill. After you
hear this band, you’ll never go back to mere
guitars, basses and drums. Your tequila and
enchilada intake may grow too, but you’ll get
used to it. I did, compadres. 9pm • $13 • 21+.

Friday Part II
Here’s a secret that I am finally ready to share:
Albuquerque has this weird rocanrol power that
sometimes lures very interesting bands and
musicians to town to gig beneath the shadows of
the Sandias and within view of the rolling Rio
Grande. Whether this force is magic or just a
remnant of the extensive nuclear testing that has
taken place in this place for over 75 years may
never be known, but amigos, I tell you it’s out
there.

As a point of reference and a sort of proof I
offer the following: On Friday, Dec. 14
Moonlight Lounge (120 Central Ave. SW)
hosts not one but three fantastically rocking
bands from Asia. These awesome ensembles
include two from Japan, including the post-rock
yet pop-inflected quintet Yucca, the abrasively
seductive alternative shoegaze Tokyo-somethings
The Silhouette of Nude and the hardcore post-
emo group Tides. Ch-check it out! 9pm • $5 •
21+.

Friday Part III
Meanwhile over at Launchpad (618 Central
Ave. SW) on Friday, Dec. 14 there will certainly
be dancing and maybe some clapping on two and
four as well, for the First Annual Holiday Book
Drive Show. Revíva, Wagogo and The Lonn
Calanca Band will be playing a very, very
affirmative gig at the home of local rocket trips
to the stars—that very night.

As you may recall, Wagogo has some helluva
history in the Duke City. Fronted and run by one
of the lads from one of this town’s storied rocking
rhythm and blues units—Armando Ortega from
Los Broadway Elks—the band has evolved over
the past 20 years to become really descriptive of
this town’s Latin and world-beat influence.
They’ve released six CDs in that time including
the Burqueño classic, 2001’s Familia y Amor.
Their new album, Wagogo Dance Banda de
Albukwerkwe, Nuevo Mexigogo also hits it hard

Nizhóní Girls COURTESY GALLUP SUN

with a melange of local, Indigenous and African
influences worn and played brightly and
brilliantly.

Rocking reggae artists Revíva have also made
a mark on this burg with their casually creative
and causally cool blend of globe-gathered sounds.
With an emphasis on the upbeat—musically and
metaphorically—here is a band you can really
jam with while floating through the after effects
of strains like Cookie Tech or Hammerhead. Trust
me, you’ll dig this gig. 8pm • $10; $7 with book
purchase • 21+.

Saturday
Sinistarr, eh? That’s a bitchin’ name for an
electro-wizard and the work of Jeremy Howard
comes straight outta Detroit—a place on the
psychogeographic model of the Earth that
includes appellations like “rock city” as well as
being the home of masters like J Dilla and
Eminem. With the sorts of assumed expectations
that follow such a musically-inclined framework,
it’s no wonder that the work of said Sinistarr has
come to the fore of pop culture. Find out first
hand on Saturday, Dec. 15, when dude gigs at
Sister (407 Central Ave. SW).

An important arbiter in the legendary attempt
to develop drum and bass music into a form that
is provocatively augmented by house aesthetics as
well as glitchy interludes first given life by the
likes of MCA and Thom Yorke—separately, yo—
Sinistarr weaves together sounds that are infused
with danceability yet also include animalistic
rhythms that are beyond grimy. Each of the
artists’ works can be traced in terms of sonic
evolution; Sinistarr’s latest record, the EP
Void/Corruption displays a sense of timing and
depth that is indeed both sacred and profane. So,
yeah, you should be dancing: Go dancing in the
jungle Saturday night and let the sounds of
Sinistarr be your guide. 9pm • $10 • 21+.

Sunday
On Sunday Dec. 16—after all that rocking and
rolling and hip-hopping and dancing—you all are
going to need some relaxing times with the feet
up and the music turned down a notch in order to
get ready for the week and a half before Santy
Claws comes to town. May I suggest you take a
trip on over to the indusrial part of the lower
Northeast Heights to the Canteen Brewhouse
(2381 Aztec Rd. NE) to have a listen to Dave
Payne and Salt Cedar, one of the truest, most
authentic Americana bands in this town. Payne
and his crew do more than just sing American
music, the singer-songwriter and his estimable
ensemble play a quirky, deeply groovy and sorta
stepped-up honky tonk that verges on rock and
electric folk simultaneously. His new band
includes some super-decent players as well,
including Cory Minefee from the Saltine
Ramblers on bass, Cheese, formerly of Pherkad on
drums and Dave Devlin from Higher Ground
handling the pedal steel & telecaster electric
guitar. Have a listen and a cold one while you
chillax, party people. 4pm • FREE • 21+. a
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CALENDAR
THURSDAY DEC 13
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • The Chris Ravin Band • classic rock • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van
Country • country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Julian Dossett Trio • blues, roots, rock,
soul, jazz, swing, Western • 6pm • FREE

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental Trio • classical, flamenco •
5:30pm • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Nathan Dean and the Damn Band • country,
rock • 9pm • $5 • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Jam Session with The Rudy
Boy Experiment • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Nizhóní Girls • punk • K. Benally and Letsjusbe •
Jessica Helen Lopez • Shandiin Yazzie • Liv the Artist • Liz Howdy •
9pm • 21+

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Kamikaze Karaoke • 7pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT Oscar Butler •
contemporary, folk • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MYKONOS CAFÉ & TAVERNA Hector Pimentel • classical,
flamenco • 5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY Halfway Decent Karaoke •
7pm • FREE • 21+

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Michael R.J. Roth • Americana,
singer-songwriter • 6pm

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Luvin’ Life Duo • variety • 6pm

SIDE EFFEX Ritual Union • Dadwolf • J.Bones • Lil Lavedy • Goddex •
experimental • Sapience Christ • hip-hop • Omen20012 •
Summon • trip-hop • Ol’ Juicy Bwoy • 9pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER You • prog rock • Pacenotes • shoegaze • Gerunding • pop
rock • 8pm

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-Up Comedy
Thursdays • 6:30pm • $10 • 21+

SUNSHINE THEATER Ookay • BONNIE X CLYDE • electronic •
DNMO • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 7pm • FREE •
21+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Above Average Open Mic • 7pm • FREE •
15+

FRIDAY DEC 14
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Jack Golden •
variety • 4:30pm • Beg, Borrow and Steal • acoustic rock • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Oscar Butler •
contemporary, folk • 4:30pm • Partners ‘N’ Crime • variety • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental Trio • classical, flamenco •
5:30pm • ALL-AGES!

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock,
blues • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Revíva • Wagogo • folk, Latin, jazz, world • 8pm

LAZY LIZARD GRILL, Cedar Crest Odd Dog • classic rock • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Yucca • indie • The Silhouette of Nude •
drum and bass, electronica • TIDES • post-hardcore • 9pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT DJ M Martinez •
dance, electronic • 9pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Tres Pendejos • rock, pop,
reggae • 7pm • FREE

SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues,
R&B • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Metalachi • Joe Tapia • 9pm

THE STAGE AT SANTA ANA STAR CASINO, Bernalillo The Rat
Pack Now Holiday Revue • oldies, covers • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Gato Malo • folk, blues, rock • 5pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Drag Queen Bingo: Christmas
Edition • 3pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Eddie Brewer and Joshua Lee •
honky tonk • 5pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY DEC 15
B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Night Moves •
indie pop, rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Dogbrain • blues,
rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • 9:30pm • $5 • 21+

JAM SPOT Eyes Set to Kill • hard rock, metalcore • 6pm •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Brother Ali • rap, hip-hop • 8pm

QUARTER CELTIC BREWPUB Lomas Street Jazz • jazz • 3pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

ROCK AND BREWS Traveler in Pain • rock, metal • 8:15pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Jonathan Gallegos • variety •
Paul Roth • 6pm

SIDE EFFEX Comedy Night • Holly Byrd • Royal Wood • Maverick
McWilliams • 9pm • FREE • 21+

SIDEWINDERS The Largest Women’s Dance • 7pm • $10 • 21+

SISTER Sinistarr • Ottergaud • Yermomma • TriLLwax • EDM • Matt
S. • James Black • 9pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. JD Nash Harding • singer-songwriter •
5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Joshua Benjamin Johnson •
Americana • Bud Melvin • 6pm • FREE • 21+

YANNI’S AND LEMONI BAR AND GRILL Swag Trio • jazz, blues •
7:30pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY DEC 16
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Dave Payne and Salt Cedar • blues,
rock, folk, Americana • 4pm • FREE

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental • classical, flamenco •
11:30am • ALL-AGES!

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Tobyriffic Karaoke Show •
3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Moonstone Pop-Up • retail • Takah • 3pm

MONDAY DEC 17
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho New Mexico
Western Music Association • country • Ugly Sweater Christmas
Party • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Michael Perez
Jr. • variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Open Mic Jam Night with Dave and
Friends • 7pm

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open Mic •
7pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Daikaiju • Black Unicorn • surf rock, heavy metal • 8pm

TUESDAY DEC 18
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic with
Spiral Pilots • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic with
Rob Roman • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Adventurer • post-hardcore • Self Neglect •
Nowhiteflag • 9pm

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Tuesday Homie Hangout • stand-up
comedy • 9pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY BYOV: Bring Your Own Vinyl •
6pm • FREE • 21+

ZULLO’S BISTRO Open Mic • 7pm • FREE • 18+

WEDNESDAY DEC 19
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Open Mic • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Mello Mood Open Mic • 7pm

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open
Mic • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual
Wednesdays Comedy Open Mic • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Electric Funeral • heavy metal, rock • Street Tombs • 8pm

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS BY JOSHUA LEE

Fashionably Late
State hemp regulations approved
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an eye on studying how to reduce investment
risks inherent to the crop. And NMSU
President John Floros told the Albuquerque
Journal that the university is “perfectly
positioned to help in this industry” by throwing
researchers from various fields at hemp

research.
The new regulations go into effect Dec.
11.

(But what’s irritating to your
humble asshole reporter is that the
federal pathways for states to develop
industrial hemp research programs

have been open since the 2014 Farm
Bill was signed, and 42 states
decided to take them up on the

offer. While others already have
functioning hemp pilot
programs up and running,
we’re only just getting our

feet moving—now, on the
eve of federal legalization. I’d

applaud sarcastically but I’m just
too tired.)

CBD Wins
Now the Farm Bill will turn hemp into a major
money-making crop for the US, and we’re bound to
see some industries change how they do business
once the product is more readily available. How it
will affect the paper, plastics and textile industries is
pretty obvious. Hemp is a much lighter, cheaper
and more durable material than those currently
being used in these corners, and it will likely bring
production costs down and introduce new strategies
in most of them, too.

But another exciting thing to see will be the
effect it has on the burgeoning CBD market. CBD
is a non-psychoactive cannabinoid and has been
touted as a new miracle drug. The only problem is it
comes from cannabis and hemp, which are
considered the same thing legally. Yes, every one of
those CBD shops you went holiday shopping in last
week are selling a drug that is illegal federally. But
according to a report by the Brightfield Group—
despite the legal weirdness—the CBD industry is
running strong and is projected to grow 40 times its
current size by 2022. 

Once the Farm Bill legalizes hemp, though,
those projections are almost certainly going to rise.
Since CBD is a compound that has to be isolated
from the plant, the THC percentage of the plant
doesn’t matter, meaning hemp is a perfectly viable
source. Most of the CBD on the market is hemp-
derived anyway, since a lot of these companies are
totally confused about the laws and think the ban
only applies to “cannabis”-derived CBD (it
doesn’t).

But it will after this bill is signed. With the
removal of hemp from the list of Schedule I
controlled substances, CBD will finally be
completely legal to sell (although it will still lack
FDA approval). Just think: If the CBD industry is
flourishing under a federal ban—with investors
having to fear that their money will disappear and
the DEA will kick in their door—how much better
will it do in the free market? Happy holidays,
indeed. a

A
s I write this, I’m sipping apple cider and
waiting to see if the final 2018 Farm Bill
passes. It includes wording that will

distinguish between marijuana and industrial
hemp, removing the latter from the list of
controlled substances.

The 2014 Farm Bill defined “hemp” as
cannabis with less than 0.3 percent THC.
It made farming and studying hemp
through university agricultural
programs legal. The new bill will
remove it from the list of scheduled
substances permanently. 

The Farm Bill gets renewed
every five years or so and
determines the US Department of
Agriculture’s policies on farming and
nutritional programs. This year’s
version is expected to be signed
any time now, and those who
care have been waiting on pins
and needles. Sen. Mitch
McConnell got everyone worked
up when he said language was being
included in the bill that would remove
hemp from the list of federally controlled
substances. Last week he told reporters that
House and Senate agriculture committee
leaders from both parties had reached an
agreement and were almost ready to sign it. 

Hemp hasn’t been legal in America since
the early 20th century, and opening the doors
now will completely change the face of farming
in the US. It will also green light the budding
CBD industry which has been plagued by a
strange legal nebulousness (more on that later).

Meanwhile, true to form, New Mexico has
once again proven that it will always show up
late to the party.

See: Last month the New Mexico State
University regents finally approved regulations
for hemp cultivation across the state. Last year,
Gov. Susana Martinez vetoed a couple of bills
that would have legalized regulated industrial
hemp cultivation for research purposes. But the
state Supreme Court ruled against the vetoes in
August 2017, saying Martinez had violated
state law and failed to give adequate reasoning. 

Yet even with the law in place, it took over
a year for the Department of Agriculture to
finally begin taking public comment on hemp
cultivation regulations. That was back in
October, and they’ve only now approved the
damn things. 

Under the new rules, an individual or
organization will apply annually for a grower’s
license from the agriculture department.
Department of Agriculture inspection
parameters were also set. All licensing fees and
testing are to be paid for by the growers. The
proposal was approved unanimously by the
three NMSU regents present during the Nov.
29 meeting. The Board of Regents oversees the
Agricultural Department under state
constitution.

NMSU Chancellor Dan Arvizu said the
university plans to work with private investors
on production and marketing strategies, with
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): In 1930, some British
mystery writers formed a club to provide each other with
artistic support and conviviality. They swore an oath to
write their stories so that solving crimes happened solely
through the wits of their fictional detectives, and not
through “Divine Revelation, Feminine Intuition, Mumbo
Jumbo, Jiggery-Pokery, or Act of God.” I understand that
principle, but don’t endorse it for your use in the coming
weeks. On the contrary. I hope you’ll be on the alert and
receptive to Divine Revelations, Feminine Intuition,
Mumbo Jumbo, Jiggery-Pokery and Acts of God.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): When you’re prescribed
antibiotic pills to fight off infection, you should finish the
entire round. If you stop taking the meds partway
through because you’re feeling better, you might enable
a stronger version of the original infector to get a
foothold in your system. This lesson provides an apt
metaphor for a process you’re now undergoing. As you
seek to purge a certain unhelpful presence in your life,
you must follow through to the end. Don’t get lax
halfway through. Keep on cleansing yourself and
shedding the unwanted influence beyond the time you’re
sure you’re free of it.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Danish scientist and poet
Piet Hein wrote this melancholy meditation: “Losing one
glove is painful, but nothing compared to the pain of
losing one, throwing away the other, and finding the first
one again.” Let his words serve as a helpful warning to
you, Gemini. If you lose one of your gloves, don’t
immediately get rid of the second. Rather, be patient and
await the eventual reappearance of the first. The same
principle applies to other things that might temporarily
go missing.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Cancerian author
Elizabeth Gilbert is a soulful observer whose prose
entertains and illuminates me. She’s well aware of her
own limitations, however. For example, she writes,
“Every few years, I think, ‘Maybe now I’m finally smart
enough or sophisticated enough to understand Ulysses.
So I pick it up and try it again. And by page 10, as always,
I’m like, ‘What the hell?’” Gilbert is referring to the
renowned 20th-century novel, James Joyce’s
masterwork. She just can’t appreciate it. I propose that
you make her your inspirational role model in the coming
weeks. Now is a favorable time to acknowledge and
accept that there are certain good influences and
interesting things that you will simply never be able to
benefit from. And that’s OK!

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): More than three centuries
ago, Dutch immigrants in New York ate a dessert known
as the olykoek, or oily cake: sugar-sweetened dough
deep-fried in pig fat. It was the forerunner of the modern
doughnut. One problem with the otherwise delectable
snack was that the center wasn’t always fully cooked. In
1847, a man named Hanson Gregory finally found a
solution. Using a pepper shaker, he punched a hole in the
middle of the dough, thus launching the shape that has
endured until today. I bring this to your attention
because I suspect you’re at a comparable turning point. If
all goes according to cosmic plan, you will discover a key
innovation that makes a pretty good thing even better.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): I can’t believe I’m going to
quote pop star Selena Gomez. But according to my
analysis of the current astrological omens, her simple,
homespun advice could be especially helpful to you in
the coming weeks. “Never look back,” she says. “If
Cinderella had looked back and picked up the shoe, she
would have never found her prince.” Just to be clear,
Virgo, I’m not saying you’ll experience an adventure that
has a plot akin to the Cinderella fairy tale. But I do expect
you will benefit from a “loss” as long as you’re focused on
what’s ahead of you rather than what’s behind you.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Among the pieces of
jewelry worn by superstar Elvis Presley were a Christian
cross and a Star of David. “I don’t want to miss out on
heaven due to a technicality,” he testified. In that spirit,
and in accordance with astrological omens, I urge you,

too, to cover all your bases in the coming weeks. Honor
your important influences. Be extra nice to everyone
who might have something to offer you in the future.
Show your appreciation for those who have helped make
you who you are. And be as open-minded and welcoming
and multicultural as you can genuinely be. Your motto is
“Embrace the rainbow.”

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Are you a gambling
addict seeking power over your addiction? If you live in
Michigan or Illinois, you can formally blacklist yourself
from all casinos. Anytime your resolve wanes and you
wander into a casino, you can be arrested and fined for
trespassing. I invite you to consider a comparable
approach as you work to free yourself from a bad habit or
debilitating obsession. Enlist some help in enforcing your
desire to refrain. Create an obstruction that will interfere
with your ability to act on negative impulses.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): “What is the point
of being alive if you don’t at least try to do something
remarkable?” Author John Green asked that question. I
confess that I’m not entirely comfortable with it. It’s a bit
pushy. I find I’m more likely to do remarkable things if I’m
not trying too hard to do remarkable things.
Nevertheless, I offer it as one of your key themes for
2019. I suspect you will be so naturally inclined to do
remarkable things that you won’t feel pressure to do so.
Here’s my only advice: Up the ante on your desire to be
fully yourself; dream up new ways to give your most
important gifts; explore all the possibilities of how you
can express your soul’s code with vigor and rigor.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): In the fairy tale
“Goldilocks and the Three Bears,” the heroine rejects
both the options that are too puny and too excessive.
She wisely decides that just enough is exactly right. I
think she’s a good role model for you. After your time of
feeling somewhat deprived, it would be understandable if
you were tempted to crave too much and ask for too
much and grab too much. It would be understandable,
yes, but mistaken. For now, just enough is exactly right.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): In 1140, two
dynasties were at war in Weinsberg, in what’s now
southern Germany. Conrad III, leader of the
Hohenstaufen dynasty, laid siege to the castle at
Weinsberg, headquarters of the rival Welfs dynasty.
Things went badly for the Welfs, and just before Conrad
launched a final attack, they surrendered. With a last-
minute touch of mercy, Conrad agreed to allow the
women of the castle to flee in safety along with
whatever possessions they could carry. The women had
an ingenious response. They lifted their husbands onto
their backs and hauled them away to freedom. Conrad
tolerated the trick, saying he would stand by his promise.
I foresee a metaphorically comparable opportunity
arising for you, Aquarius. It won’t be a life-or-death
situation like that of the Welfs, but it will resemble it in
that your original thinking can lead you and yours to
greater freedom.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): The National Center for
Biotechnology Information reported on a 15-year-old
boy who had the notion that he could make himself into a
superhero. First he arranged to get bitten by many
spiders in the hope of acquiring the powers of
Spiderman. That didn’t work. Next, he injected mercury
into his skin, theorizing it might give him talents
comparable to the Marvel Comics mutant character
named Mercury. As you strategize to build your power
and clout in 2019, Pisces, I trust you won’t resort to
questionable methods like those. You won’t need to! Your
intuition should steadily guide you, providing precise
information on how to proceed. And it all starts now. a

HOMEWORK: DO A HOMEMADE RITUAL IN WHICH YOU

VOW TO ATTRACT MORE BLESSINGS INTO YOUR LIFE.

REPORT RESULTS AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded weekly
audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The audio
horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or (900)
950-7700.

Call to find out about our NEW vendor specials

Antiques, Collectibles, Furniture
Consignment & Much More

Mon - Sat 10:00am to 6:00pm
Sun 12:00pm to 5:00pm

4616 Central Ave. SE
ABQ, NM 87108

(505) 265-3161
ClassicCenturySquare.com

Classic
Century Square

Classic
Century Square

Classic
Century Square
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Legal Services

START BANKRUTPCY FOR $0.
Lawyer Advertisement. Stop
Wage Garnishment |
Eliminate Your Debts | 100%
Free Consultation – Hurry |
McCookLawFirm.com | (505)
600-2550

Photographic Services

PHOTOGRAPHY
www.DavidMartinezPhotograph
y.com

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST

STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH

Prices Paid In NM For Your

Diabetic Test Strips And FREE

Pick-UP! Help Others(Those

Without Insurance) & Make

Money Too! Call: 505-203-

6806

STUDIES

SECONDHAND SMOKE STUDY

The UNM College of Pharmacy
is recruiting non-smokers
currently exposed to
secondhand smoke, 19-50
years old, for a study on a new
risk factor for heart disease.
Two visits (0.5 AND 1 hr) are
needed. You will be
compensated for your time.

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Apartments for Rent

MOVE IN TODAY! Furnished
Studio Apts w/ all utilities and
cable FREE, No credit check.
Call now 505-226-6932

FURNISHED STUDIO APTS.
Low monthly/weekly rates.
Free utilities. No credit check.
505-225-2673

Employment

w
$14 MANDARIN;
CANTONESE NORC at

the University of Chicago
now hiring for Mandarin or
Cantonese (no selling)
Telephone work - Flexible
part-time: Work evenings and
weekends 16 to 28 hours
per week. About NORC: An
independent research
organization, informs
decision-makers and the
public on key issues facing
society by collecting,
analyzing, and disseminating

objective information.
http://www.norc.org - Location:
Near I-40 and Eubank -
Meaningful work: Conduct social
science research in the public
interest - Paid orientation and
training - Competitive pay -
Generous Employee Referral
Program Job Requirements: -
Ability to follow all standard
operating and project-related
procedures - Must be able to sit
for long periods of time in a
production work environment -
Experience interviewing
residential households or
businesses by telephone

Body & Soul

preferred In addition to
meeting specific job
requirements, all employees
hired for this position must
present evidence of their
identity and authorization to
work in the United States (I9
documentation). 

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH TECH
Desert Hills 5310 Sequoia Rd
NW Albuquerque, NM 87120,
USA Behavioral Health
Technician. Full-time- nights,
evenings and weekend shifts
available. No experience
necessary but preferred. Two

week paid training and signing
bonus. Minimum requirement
High School/GED. Must pass a
physical test, criminal
background and drug
screening. Apply online at
https://www.deserthills-
nm.com/about/careers/ 

Opportunities

w
EASY MONEY You need
1. a cell phone, 2. to be

FED UP WITH ROBO-CALLS and
3. learn how to identify
telemarketers. For more info
www.call-childress.com 505-
433-9823 I SUE
TELEMARKETERS 

FULLY FURNISHED
STUDIOS!!! Cable & Utilities
Included. Low rates. FREE
REWARDS PROGRAM! 505-
225-1216

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

Want to change
your drinking?

We are looking for volunteers to 
participate in a research study who 
want to change their drinking with a 

non-medication based treatment. You 
will be paid up to $440 for up to 32 

hours of your time.

Call ABQ TREAT at 505-633-8861 

or email abqtreat@mrn.org.

66 BOY FOUND!

I saw your ad, and I’m head over heels. Your word choice,

and presumed beauty has me swimming in the shallow

creek of love. I’m smitten and I can’t stop imagining your

curves and quirks. I wish to whisk you away into the desert

oasis of my heart. Respond or I might die of heartbreak.

Sincerely your desert rose, 66 boy.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Alibi Personals on 11/22/2018.

YEN CHING LADY

You were the stunning lady wearing the power suit in the

Yen Ching commercial from a few years back. Not sure if

you dress like that in real life or that was a costume for the

gig. Either way I think of you often and how you are still

getting acting roles or firing people from the office. I know

it is no longer possible to Yen Ching tonight or any other

night, but maybe we can hit some other buffet.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Late night t.v. commercial recording on

11/25/2018.

SURPLUS CITY
You were picking out something at Surplus City wearing a
long leather jacket tucked in shirt and bolo tie, I was in a black
hoodie and cap buying spats. Let me know if you’d like to
connect.
I am a Man. I saw a Man.
Where: Surplus City/ Jones Surplus on 12/1/2018.

DOWNTOWN
Put a seat belt on me downtown in May last year. You
probably won’t see this but thank you.
I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where: .

MEXICAN BEATLE
I saw you walking down Central. You have hair to your
shoulders. You look like you could be the long lost Mexican
member of the Beatles. You were smoking a black and mild.
You began to sing “Downtown” by Petula Clark. Everyone
was checking you out. But I want you to be mine. I really
hope you see this and respond. I have a void in my soul that
can only be filled by seeing you again!!
I am a Man. I saw a Man.
Where: Central ave on 11/20/2018.

PRICED below market! New roof with warranty!
Call David at Geltmore Real Estate Advisory Team, LLC

(505) 294-8625

PRIME LOCATION TWO BUILDINGS IN DOWNTOWN ABQ

approx. 8000 sq ft space
— made from two remodeled buildings —

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE
413/411 Central Ave NW413/411 Central Ave NW413/411 Central Ave NW

w markekke !t!t! NNNewew rrooooffff iwiwi hthth wwararrarantnt !y!y!
t R l E t t Ad i T LLC

y

located between the historic Kimo 
Theater on Route 66, and sharing on old 
brick wall with Anodyne and Sister Bar.

Call Meera Shah 505-272-
0578. HRRC #15-033

BACK PAIN STUDY We are
seeking adults with chronic
low back pain. Participants
can earn a $40 gift card for
participation during a single
visit to UNM. Inquire @
rebrand.ly/unm70 or (505)
226-4505

Licensed Massage

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

the beautiful gift of authentic
Tantra massage and teaching.
I am a Certified Tantra
Educator, Professional

Massage Therapist,
Relationship Coach and Reiki
Healer. Please call me for
detailed information and
scheduling. Namaste,Julianne
505 920 3083 LMT #2788

DOWNTOWN FOOT & BODY

MASSAGE 508 Central SW,
505-730-9552. LMT #5694  

Metaphysical

TAROT/ORACLE READINGS
$45 1st visit if you mention
Alibi. Tammy 505.203.2674

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 Little drinks

5 TV monitoring gp.

8 Waits

13 Muscle problem

14 Jazz legend Fitzgerald

15 Fail to be

16 Lubricant used at the front
and rear of an automobile
drivetrain

18 Cuba ___ (rum drink)

19 Artistic interpretation of
one’s feelings, maybe

21 Alfonso Ribeiro-hosted
show featuring viewer
submissions, for short

22 Ward of “Gone Girl”

23 “Claws” network

24 “Matilda the Musical”
songwriter Minchin

27 Lover

29 “___ Believer” (Monkees
song)

31 It may be half-baked

33 Cedar alternative

36 Bisected

40 It contains numerators
and denominators within
numerators and denominators

43 Skier’s spot

44 Clean up some topiary

45 ___ gin fizz

46 Lamentable

48 Family member, briefly

50 PGA VIP Ernie

51 Place to chill out

54 Lemon zest source

57 “Death ___ Funeral”
(2007 or 2010 film)

59 Snarky social media
response to an undeserved
boast (and this puzzle’s
theme)

64 Heart chambers

65 Eddie Murphy’s role in
“Beverly Hills Cop”

67 Adrien of “The Pianist”

68 Adjust, as banjo strings

69 Dory helped find him

70 Heavy items dropped in
cartoons

71 ___-Pekka Salonen

(conductor soon to lead the
San Francisco Symphony)

72 Cable channel since 1979

Down

1 Rocksteady precursor

2 “Never Tear Us Apart” band

3 Global extremity

4 Ancient stone slab
(anagram of TESLA)

5 State of change

6 Snippets, like those shown
on 21-Across

7 Core group

8 Vinegar variety

9 Spring bloom

10 Credit counterpart

11 “The Smartest Guys in the
Room” company

12 Cardiologist’s dilator

14 Heighten

17 Excruciatingly loud, in
sheet music

20 Roth of “Inglourious
Basterds”

24 Nervous spasms

25 “Rebel Yell” singer Billy

26 Inbox item

28 “thank u, ___” (Ariana
Grande song)

30 Farm residents?

32 Venmo and Hinge, e.g.

34 Egypt’s cont.

35 Kardashian matriarch

37 Scrabble piece

38 Sheared stuff

39 They’re “on” in binary

41 They’re always in February

42 Good-natured

47 “___ Poetry Jam”

49 Double ___ (Oreo variety)

51 Q-Tip ends

52 Ancient city in Jordan

53 With an ___ distinction

55 Bring delight to

56 High-end Toyota

58 Make good (for)

60 Six Flags attraction

61 TV “Warrior Princess”
played by Lucy Lawless

62 Acapulco accolades

63 1996 veep candidate

66 Hither and ___
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“It’s Not Unusual”—the phrase makes itBY RYAN NORTH
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